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Itige Mittmen Stagger
ampPendleton Marines, 7-1;
artinez Wins Feature Bout
By AI, GlioSSI

Group rowns,
n grade Disciplining

Spiing Fas’ inp ’ !Fairness
This is the Spartan, badyts
animal "Spring Fashions" 011 non. Featured inside are lit
co-eds who have been named
by the Daily as the "10 Beat Dressed Carts on San Jose
State’s Campus." Also to he
found are the latest opinions
by downtown toohion experts
oa what ta expose in the way of
wonunes Mathes -th the et""inc
months.

FRYDENLIIND
Areport issued by the Fairness committee following a review
stercrii-7--of--eases presented --by-inatrweter-Dr, ea C. -May east
student Raymond B. Frost splif.41se responsibility ,for the currently
hot "grade -pressure’’ incident beiween +Ive two principals. The cornmittee hearing followed an attempt. made yesterday- forenoon in
By MARY

Mg Camp Pendleton box;ng team found the going eigen fotitjher
is Sirne as they suffered a 7-1 defeat ert ithe hand of San Jose State
st regin before an overflow crowd in Spartan gym.
Losers by a close 6-4 margin in a previous meeting, the Marines
.
11 put up gierne battles beforea,
.
’Dean Paul Al. Pitmans offiCe to
.
uccurnbing to t he , Spartan power! ’
- ._
settle
the
issue.
hat has carried them through the:
I him to the Spartan Daily office
the
joint)
before
_Frost
appeired
as. ei -undefeated.
It was Santo submit the letter. The two
, student-fee:tufty body at 2:13 to: men’s accoimis differed only. in
br4.,.. eleventh straight ring vie- I
reiterate charges that 1).r. May I the suegested grade to be given if
/
tor and it marked the windup of i
- .
"
--had- "grade-pressured! ium ’1." the- apology were not writterr,--and--7
s regulne season. Sam-Jose -coach ;
S \N JOSE -STATE Clit.LEGE
of apotogy for the! in whether the letter was willing- ’writing -a letter
--Dee Portal now has the job of ’
.
;Spar an-elaatly Thrust and,..P.II re 1 ty written. The Fairness commit,moorning his huskies far the PCI
-*
No. 98 _column.’ lie also asked -for assue- i tee. report surntharizes- the -citses--,
San Jcse, Calif., .Friday, March 10,. 1950
tourney to be tieid- in. Sacratnento Vol. XXXVIII
.ince that’ he would be rirtm a fakriairesented by the two parties. The
Marce. 23-23.
_
’
1 grade in Dr. May’s course, and , report is printed in its entirety Ttv crowd was brought to its w
stated that he wanted an apology ;tilsewhere in ihis edition..
,
4
44’7nal
A
feet almost immediately in the
neeetiejaelauweeekeetreeeesieteteie
.from
the instructor., The junior
eleout-ot-thie-night, San
dIstussed the
-the Frc,1 - social seiente- major -expressed a! Daily
-Yeat-erday-ffi-e763Trege Fairness- committee -discussed
after the session in his office
125.d t. buzz-paw Mac Martinez
possession of :N.t,’,..dak,
desire to reoain
case for more than two hoot>. Their report, reprinted in today’s
.r
woirrefugged encounter from ken
I
44144,4140._."1,,,tmfort,_
retractioree
ea
-puhtished
copies
of
the
Spartan Daily, leaves mych to be desired.
Davie Both boys punched furiousbotfrefr
ision
ayes
rya
lile
la
Lit
1*A’
arer-sca,.5
ini:oitt
ii
relnperieds4enntt,a
twhichi%e 0
Via
asuir4erlis
-lv Irani -bell....theball,awith -Martina
Dr. May appeared at 3:30
of the
gettieg in. most of the big ones,
May end Raymond Frost unsatisfied, Frost ; right to earn a grade
.after being summoned by a
of San Jose State college stubut he was unable to put the game
in one cour:e is guaranteed: but his earlier apology, published
menthes’ of the committee. lie
dents or faculty members, or the
leatherneck away.
in the Daily, stands. Dr. May, heard by the committee, has not
explained that he W31% under the
individuals concerned.
It was the best match of the
-charge.
-gradepress&e7
the
of
cleared
bzen
tmprgslen Hutt the matter luul
hat tts itithei
evening and both men received a
Student; and faciilty m3mbers, anxious to have a clear-cut
been cleared at the earlier nneet- has come ton ’uat
cireyPirodnebig ovation upon leaving the ring.
aisena
in
the
group’s
disappointed
be
will
tee
case,
deciiion in
big between’ himself, Dr. . Pit- I elusion with no permanent damIn the evening’s sem:-windup,
.
blieg of ’facts and -opinions.’
man, Frost. and Dr. William 1 ago to anyone.
.
175-1b. Spartan Don Schaeffer
Poytress, head of the social
We do not blame the Fairness committee For i+s impotence.,
.,
-I trust that one important byoutfoxed Jessie Barbier to win
science department. The closed Iproduct of this affair will be a
It did everything within its limited .pow:-...r to tee that io:.t;ce
Barber
;:it exelt;ng decision.
, .,
session hail been called by- Dr. !reassuring to the students that no
was, done.
dress w:th Schaeffer the last
l’oytress in an attempt to iron !student need fear being .crucified
It i; in friis limitatioh of power that the group’s weakness
time the two met and in each
out the difficulty, accord:rig to Pradernically. for what he . may
ease Barbier made a stirring..
hes. The Frost case may be closled: but the Spartan Daily W:i
t .
Dean Pitman. ’ .
, choose to Write to the Daily.
. third round comeback, but this
c.anticue to press fer establishMent-of a sy...tern by wil;ci-i,,,:.uc..17
Dr.
"I
Frost’s.
with
individuals
concurred
,May
hope
that
all
the
’ lime it was opt enough.. .
co’n11;ct-.. can be not only di:.cassed in fairness but complete; slattenent !that laaltact_ilerWili_h_e__
.
7’ 7 .,:eo..
’
.
- an n1)oloQ letter and had Co:4th- able to look hack upon if from the.
Schi :era’s rumbled to his eighth
D,-,-nc.Trz:1:r ’ec(ucation cannot s,uryiye urlEs:. a:I involved
oras.,d with I In ta ildelli ill cool-. vantage point of a couple of years
of the ye:ir
co.1,t votive It
); .,arci write fr?;7,1y vi :1 hdut if:, or c r ,recri 7 nl..
posins: it. lit. :ilia) agreed with and eye that it 11:i ; had an echlwEtli a sec(ilid-round TK() of
’
Froie
lee had aceomeanied ceticnal value.
Gee:is: For-a-ell. Sheberies started .
I
sloss1). but kept la.ndine telline
ham s 11..Iii i l’i erec- Jiiiiee -Maniiii.
..
’
ea
a .
die oi-eri.:;.ial. _.
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1,7_,,,,,,,, 1,,,,’-i...,,,,,,,,iet, 1,, :, .1-Ary ict t/its. Dr. zlander-

111V
0
111.::1:.
bet came beck to ’
fie. Ilermen N. .aander, 41 -year- . day aboard the AN-Iii,e I ionswin ’ie (Ina! rriir to decision the ,
i ount re physician., yes terdta.. yacht for a thiPP WPCkS N. P78lifill
.101.1
Mal ;:i,:.* i-lPy iitiller. Miller, shine
-pi I; e. . end elusive, gave Faanusich I nitre:n:1:er was-found- rot -guilty of off the Roast- et. Florida. _. _
WINS TEST .
’ I" by landi"g sel’eral stiff I ,ir.!,. deeere m u rd e r charges ,
Britain . shaky Labor f.tiVel’llthe ment -yesterday won -its test teem
i’" ’ ’"’d l’41 ll"’ks; Inn Pen- col’ i brought aLfainst him for
le
MINT on the ropes in the 1 emerey-killine" of Abbicellorroto,
vote in the hew Commons. beet-ad 1.1-1-led-xollatia-l-cLaveli!l) ear fa lek fiatir’n4e.
- liv,.. of, w.riTtig(r6.115, e -aattrek--en’
’
- A 11,- 12-nian- j.,:ry dclilwrdi.’d , the.*Late. a’s steel. nationalization,
’i’’’i’’’’.".
’ hTir
12). Mae Mar: ; uez ii one
:,nd nino minute.; ho- inveram. .
I e I ,;- Keil .1.4eis; 130 Al Tie. i foie announcine
the I’fdiet- Whe’)
The house defeated, by a 10 to,
e -.1 , (1
Sohn Sala Zar: 135, : Ilni. ial-diet . was announced’, the 996 , Otte
-coneceeettee mot, ,e .
\\*:., ! , CPi dee, Ted Rat el cotirte; ’tic- epectators let out :cc-m(11111a ate gov(rnment. for its
-1 .:!, :\ utt 6 SJ ) doe. Roate ; . air iops of joy.
11 1 ’
;failure to d(:iiiy nationalization Of - .
ire:A: 155, Raul Die/. tS.1 i’ SAILS SUNDAY
h,
.
, the iron and sicair industry aril
lame, _Kart in; 1111 Pet,’
__cif i
Pre-sid.fotrTi an r.!tr seill-eael-Sure Tien-next eene ea I-el eet ion.
,
Fi -I’ each i SJ 1 dec. Ray ?Allier: ,,.
.
.
*
* .
*-l’’,.’. rton Schaeffer (S.1, rice. Jcs- *
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Farness Cotilnilitee !ssues.Report
’ 2SC
thi Frost _ NIT,- ’131re-,
-
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To Bei Facility and ’4i iii
I lillted it. If he _felt hirnsall behlg
of ii’etn Jose- aten College:
eurtfairly coerced, he should !lave
The io’airne!:is y6,6111111! t et.’ !L.:4.. I’...p.111’d to Dean Pitman, its [WOdie I. sties raised h7.-- ; ’..;cled in the Committ re recien.
dt’ll-,...,I
the stab- and corm:pond...a!, of eiradationa attached to the Billeit
the saarten Inias in eonneeron. .Stedent (lbli.iittirins. If either 01with receati Thrust -and Parry
these tot
hari been taken. the
letteeetie Piaymon.1 Frost. taiiiiI- issue mieht hale. been fairly arbiers of ilea report shoula eawni- -t ii: ited.
be, t hat t lie committe. is not
:-:o mt.it It for this particular caste
a court, II(,):’ tiof.,, it tuna. auttfor- Till’isc ;Ms additional comm...nts to
1.ty ..0 pr tr be
conduct nor hi, 111;idt’, how-ever,-growini: out of
as.ess pi i,iii-. for any ’student r;..eral
situations which have :
or iiistrweer. it. ftWiiiiri is to ariseli iling the school year.
assemble tarts allil opinions und What follows does not necessarily
to suggi.t pil:eie.,
’ refer- to the case discussed above.
,e,’ : erber: I-feav. Jack Scheberits
--In this case, therofore, the Corn- --l.
-l. The Committee helieves"that
’fiat ed George Boswell, 2.
mittek; has not attemtned to de have some rights, and
,.
termini,’ all the details of what I hat among these should be - the
, ere -red. Both Dr. May and Mr. -aeat, subject to possible restricBy MARGOT MILLER
Vaal, home, er, have byetheii own ti.iie by department head of aa:
"Tonight
playlet
performance
of
;n last night’s
The outstanding
. requet met with the Committee, ministration, to determine how
.
.
at 830" held in i’ar "tle Theate;.- was "Still Life" starring Gwen telling their Versions 01 I 16=’ iliCi- classes shall be conducted. Stu.
dents should not usurp this authorSamue1.5on and James Jensen cs Laura *lesson and Alec Harvey. Mis; .ideepontl,:: answqring cille1i011S.
’air. a.; esi oelieves tail i le. a if:A it . SitidCniS who have genuine
somewhat
melodramatic
Samuelson and Jensen tureedoin convincing if
litre:II Piled With an I’ if lie did coniplaints about the quality of
performances as the tortured middle-aged lovers. The, suppertinrj : not :nails-seize, whereas Dr. May teaching should seek coufisel front
- a.
_.,_
asserts ;hat the alteriadiee vats Ile. Deitns as to how best to .proA F3,561e000 construction pro- : east gave li light-hearted cone-de
,. . , ,
hi
en
soon
develops
into uproaror expulsiort aliom the ceete .
gtam for San -Jose State coulee.: ; pei-forinance v. Iii c li effectively.t
anis gaiety mer the death ot their i elagx at -a a XV’ ’grade ’has^1 on.
,,
.was proposed yesterday in a bill highlighted .the tense situation in
When- an Instructor str As.
fattice; with Buvehnin taking tit’ , -Prior achievement. Wranevete-The
intr(ralt,Iced in the State Assembly which Miss Samuelson asfd- Jensen
. . -- --- i-c41-’e 111--latistig-,-get-- - ----------larw-v-- 144---.1hei4v---done -eom" ’---d444"-Im4414--intp-fraii-n-ail! empire-9S einon"trolvsetiersisnla
, Repu-blin 11’..-.--Triun pson --were-invert\
;
Burrows.
the deaf butler. played he undone. The impoi tent clues,
,
Shirk Wilber as .MyTtle Begot i e
of San Jose.
with a student, we recommend
Sci irei ’im,fliet. Plat The , tion for Mr. Frost now is whether..
PF,
1-tie!
Schwimmer
Stanley
t’Y..’tab’eY
and
that decision be referrtni to one
Thompson ’s bill, according. to a
stitches
everytimehe
audience
in.st
in spite 01 recent cart,
discusDeans or Counsellors
Veiled Press dispatch front Sac- conductor- cateied on an easy ro- I Came on
c stage,
e simulates sion. oe will receive an iiabiased , ofe the
, ,_ e
;Inv nto, would provide $125,000 mance which was an effective con -h
Facult Y Manual -offers
a rheumatic gait
perfection, __grade at the end of the Quarter
to
.
e
"’
- .
for the purchase of land,- Si.- trast to the tenseness of the affair and
’
!
I no statement concerning the conhis irrevelant replies are de-, -anct; eavn
his
units.
959.000 for additions to -the daTa- between tile leads. o
-- tc
- iditions
under
which
an
sr
ur
ts
n
i
t Min n",
-Dr. May state that he will Rive may
Excellent i in a minor -role was livered with PerIcet -1--- tete] Science and Libra-rye-build,
his
(mom
Gwen Dam turned in an ant- special consideration to Mr. Frost le,i4e-s- expel a student
hairJudith
etesy.
playing
the
ings: $490.00(1 for ari addition- to
, or . a tleai’tment retay refuse
which
waa
by
performanie
mated
bringing in another instructor -T o continue a student as
the Men’s gymnasium and $987,- trained-. friend who interruptsfl major;
to give an impartial ievic a.- of -Mr
Samuelson and Jensen in their very pleasing.
000 tor an Art building.
. recommend that the Deans
The "Tonight at 830- series ’FroperformanceWe
in the course Committee prepare such a
final goodbye. She realistically
stateDie T. W. MacQuarrie told the
’portrays
portrays the enthusiast meeting -ends on -a gap- note with " Red PCP- and assieming a grade accordinely. mitt The Committee 11 b happal thin Daily late yesterday that,
pets.
Jim
Veteran
and
NancYaDo
the
1,:,
to
May
has
also
expressed
an acquaintance in the train stato cooperate in this task, if remea appropriated, the funds could tion.
Brokenshire- gave an entertaining Committee his conviction that the
on
come from "frozen" wartime re.detseyl
S
Staging for "Still Life" was performance. of a not-too.good. threat of lowered grades should
-I. Some st tidents apparent
.
son es.
well done, with the atmosphere-, bu t , argumentative. vaudeville -not. be used for disciplinary per- believe that students
who critiEarlier Governor Earl Warof a train station maintained by team. Many of Miss Brokenshire’s
eizie the administration or a facren announced public:illy that
the oresimional passing of the laugh lines, however. were missed hrraerstilY Nelotititelltitts t e ( mittlittee ulty member are
penalized bj,-, lowbills
by
appropriation
the
audience due -to poor de- - In rkialiqwt:t the - C onimi 1 t er
all special
txpress.
This effect’ was
cred grades. Tlie Cornmittee UT.-- (proposed by legislators as addiachieved by the projection of a livery. Marie Guzzetti was -annis- believes that mistakes base been
-Wont-limed -ort page’ 3)-tions to the annual budget Y
moving headlight past the sta- 11.1g-To- thtr- prima ---,rkynna -,:of the ’made by both parties. Dr. alav ’
would have to be "provided lisy
might 1111Ve referred to page 17.
lion window and ,the rattle of sbuw.
Ha additional taxation."
of the Faculty Manual and
wheels roaring by.
T
inigtit h lie rel’erred the diacipliea
Dr. MacQuarrie explaineii ’that
The cast of -"Family Album"
e
le’
l’iilr, problent to the Diem of
’Neel ’Wednekiitiklitlijilli.le The
’ s-Alli---mbljtffliiii ’TtiompsonTh11 was smile n riotous performance of a
Men or sought counsel else- deadline for picking up 50 cent
based on estimates by the State family -not mourning the recent
Tucking his raincoat underneittli
Bureau of Architecture and the demise of its most prominent his’ arm .just in case. the fore - where,
- checks .for ,the,!SJS-LISF ticket
division of school planning.
mistake was in con- refund. Payment for the 23 reMember. Joan Buechner as Jane, caster predicts today to be fair.
I-Ie said officials in Sacramento Don Pearlman as Jasper, James Yesterday continued cool with nection with his third letter -the maining students who have not
have indicated the bill might re- Clark as Richard thid Betsy Smith temperatures ranging from a low retraction. If this was genuine, he yet called for their refunds is to
ceive favorable consideration from as Lavinia are particularly effec- of 34 to a high of 58. Skies -were should have publicly said so. If it be made in the Graduate Manthe administration,
tive as they portray pseudo-grief overcast with occaskonal showers. .was.not, he should nee‘have pdb- ager’s office.
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Dean Sees Many Changes
During 10 Years at SJS

the Job

FOr
We hate eulogies.
There’s em overwhelmirg t.-,mptalion to write one when a
college "flx+Le-e like Dean PJul Pitman announces
leaving
but we’re going to fight the temptation.
Rather, we’d like to congratulate the 33 faculty meml.-:ers
and 500 students of the College of Idaho on their new president.
We’d like to tell them that they’ve a bright future .with their
new executive.
Dr. Pitmen, here during 10 years of steady college growth,
will be the fourth president of the small northern college. We
predict he also will be one of the leading citizens of Caldwell,
population 7,272, Canyon county scat. There, in the broad Boise
valley, surrounded by wide fields of grain and truck crops, he
will have a hand in shaping the destiny of another college.
We understand that the College of Idaho, like many other
private institutions, has had tough sledding in recent years. Its
students and supporters are counting on Dr. Pitman to help put
the school ,on a sound financial footing, as well as directing their
educational -program.
We’re betting on our Dean to do the job.

By BILL EPLER
Dr. Paul M. Pitman has been Dean of Men at San Jose State
. college for more than 10 years. During his tenure of office he has
seen many changes ia the college, not only in the physical size of
the institution, but also in the scope of its instruytiqn andin...the
number of students and facultymembers.
Dean Pitman has had an active part in many of the kmproyements here.
.
He became Dean at San Jose State college in ihe fall of 1939,

Peasant
Ou Radio Stlow

A Por
Hoy Moon.coming flentiti’Franciseo
tuguese ’peasant in a borrowed teollege, where he was assistant to
blue suit took in the sights of
movie .he president iind coordinator 41- Hollywood
todayfrom
educational ’management. .
star mansions to burlesque show
here
were
about.
1800
men
There
Contortions,
I
-Dr. Pitman s’et upoffiee
owe, rasa, a tenant- armer
from an ’island in the Azores, room 1E, now the il.acliato ’Manager’sOftitT. His chief responiiifound a plastic ball on the’ hiC
biliW during his first year-was to
won
near his home and therebY
a plane trip to Hollywood, $1,000 administer the NYA (National
-cash and $1.0001in prizes froth Yoyth Administration) program
and supervise the 350 men in Sarthe ."People are Funny- sViow.
Antordo---art-TIollyw
and was quartered at a swank
out
r set Th,-

to see the town.
blight lights, television
sets, movie theaters, venetian
electrkal appliances and
plumbing fiXiures each brought
an awed "ivouderful" from Antonio.
lie m . es about $100 a year -and
has 10 children, but Antonio .;aid
no use for most ’of the
he h
, priz s.o he exchanged them for
bl kets and clothing a,nd bought
1 nehboxes and a cowboy suit tor
each of his Fong. T’wo cans of
’fruit salad he kep for himself.
Antonio said I
will use the
$1,000 to buy t e farm he now
.
.
would lite very Kutch to live
in America." e said. ’But I won’t
be happy here W,hat you never.
have, you don’t mtgs.:" - ,-, ----l- --

St olen Itis.s Leaves
GfrlUnconscious

/ VIENNA. ’Austria.(UP)--The
Austrian supreme court has ruled
that a six-weeks suspended sentence is’ sufficient punishment for
a stolen kiss which left the...Firl
unconscious.’
.
Stealing a -kiss is hot an infringement’ on, personal liberty
even if’ the m u holds the girl’s
arms against/.her sides while he
is kiss’ a h by forcb, the court
ruled,
Thrust -and Parry:
Dear Thrust and Parry:
The rqIng upheld a provincial
The Athletic department has re- __The views_ on "ntercy killing" court 4cision in the case of a
suggest need of thought by all of carper,ter who stole a kiss from a
cently brought forth to the stuus. We must wake Up and look at girl And was given a six-weeks
dent body, the situation of having self and society. Each must resus nded sentence.
the San Jose State college stu- member that no answer is yet an
,
dents pay a small admission fee answer. Pusillanimity (no opinion, sutns up the problem:
"To make them prevail we reto see top-notch teams from the no comment, neutral) is a means
of wrecking the person and so- sort to every conceivable means:
East play on our courts or to have i
ciety. Man must challenge . and rational and irrational, savage
some competition for Coach
think through social problems and and civilized, brutal and huPortal’s boxers, such as Louisiana decide by thinking, not by his/in- mane, force, fear, flattery, bribcry, ostracism, prayer, preachdoctrinations and feelings.
State university or Wisconsin.
is to be hoped that theie will ing, and teaching. Yet most of
We realize that we have paid
t
of the doctrines which we thus
keen interest in the yews
our $15 feathers for an ASB card
spoken hold as sacred creeds and sole professors who has
that entitles us to see all the ath- on "mercy- killing". Bu,t let it be emnly urge upon the world are
thinking and not organic behavior unintelligible, vague, incoherent,
letic events free, but we are wil
bona:I-reaction t. .-Idearran-be .Ignorant, shallow,
ing-to-pay trW more pennies
Analyzed without people being-At, _ ly rotten."
see .a GOOD athletic conteit :n. tacked.
’
So, in the middle Of the 20th
.0
’century, what , are our. ideas of
have San Jose State colle
get
Let us find t e bask defhilnational recognition.
tions, beliefs, propositions, and death, the hereafter, reverence for
know the problem. To ignore life, social need, human rights?
We don’t want to
avel 50
the question,lo argue blindly, to What can man know and believe?
The problem of ’mercy killing"
miles and pay 50 cents that will accuse emotionally, to refuse to
bedivided With three Other teams see the implications, is ado- - is one of euthanasia for the incurably sick, the half-bern, the
and the Cow Palace management. lescent and not what is expected , hopelessly insane, the unsalvagWe want to see geod, top-notch of the college person who must able criminal, and perhaps even
athletic contests ia/oUr own back- "the candor of cultivated minds" the incapacitated, living-dead, soyard, even if we have to shell out respect.
cially-dependent, old people.
What are the "ifs" and "thens"
25 or 50 cents.
A world that killed 40 million
of the problem, the postulates a,nd people in World War H and which
Stanford does it with their bas- their implicates?
It is obvious
ketball games with Cal, UCLA, that the question can not be re- is getting ready for another, can
not pride itself on ethics, religious
sand USC. They charge their stu- solved by experience, experiment,
beliefs, or even argue difficulties
for
every
other
cents
dents 50
by counting noses, or on how one of administration as reasons for
tame. We may not have to pay feels, or what "God wills."
not
facing
the
problems of
this much for teams from the East,
True, the ideas involved are em- euthanasia.
but we are willing to see San Jose pirkal knowledge, accumulated
What can the mind of man do
State coltege keep its high na- social usages, institutions. But
about suet’ problems? How new
tional rating which they deserve. criticisms of these is the means of and true are your views?
lives and living arOwen M. Brojles.
If any of ’you readers feel the bettering our
rangements.
same way we do, we wish you too
There are* many doctrines that
would write to Thrust and Parry
need to be examined. They have
DON’T FORGET ...
Portal
and
McCoaches
give
and
constitute our
For Your Donut Dunking Pleasure
Pherson the’ vote of confidence social function,
knowledge (what we live by), but
that they need from the students.
mainly they are creeds which we
want to prevail. A statement by
Harrry Houghton, ASB 3190,
&plus J. Keyser in his THINK371 WEST SAN CARLOS
Bob Whalley, ASB 6062,
ING AF1OUT THINKING, page 56,
and 26 others.

Thrust and Parry
’Thought Needed

Athletic Fees
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DIERKS

in4)far as they touched the rim!,
at college._ When Pearl Harlin!’
was ttacked the college-had ’,mon
mon in this seiMeeS.
- In 1944 there were 186 men at
San Jose State college. Dean Pit man tried to enlist in the servir,s
ha his applications were _denie4
He took a year’s leave of al,sence and went to U.S.C. to
sare himself. for the problems
kuifw: would come with
the end of the war and the \
crim’s return. Ile ..rcceived
tTsR
-Ter or t.docation de’ave
. New Problems Presented
When he returned from
the college was shorthanded
beginning *to feel the surge o!
turning veterans, who brio:
-many new problems and
new satisfactions.. Within the
dent body there. arose a cloy \ ;
between the mature men and to’ Hager just out of high school. Thu was also a new seriousness anym,,
the veterans, an added rhattav.\
and -many demonstrations of hi:11
courage and indefatigable effm
The . added responsibility of
pros iding housing for married
veterans was delegated to’ nein
Pitman. He says that it would
have been impossible for him tie
have met this new responsibility
If it had not been for the understanding and, devotion of Miss
DEAN PAUL PITMAN
Bernice Van Gundy, his secrefury, He "is unstinting in- his
ious departments of the college- - praise’ of her and all she did to
working their way through school. help provide housing for the
vets, so they could pursue their
Taught Philosophy
In addition to his duties as dean education witikout disrupting
and administratos _of the NYA their family life, ’
The diitiekof the Dean of Men
program, he taught a course in
the hbtory-’of philosophy, although at San Jose State college have
Evei
lie had not taught the subject or multipliea many times.
evert-studied -it -sinee-graduattonl-year-there has been-an- inerease-in
1921.
the number and seriousness of -the
from Occidental college
shared with Dean Pit-.
problems
here
first
few
years
During the
the Dean went to many of the man. His sympathy, advice .and
has i.
students
to
college dances and attended most helpfulness
of, the athletic events. The foot - earned for him their faith anti
hall team adopted, him and he sat trust.
Dean Pitman has grown with
on the players’ bench at all their
games. He couldn’t see much foot - his job and become one of thy
ball but did enjoy being a part of most respected and best liked per . sons in the college administration.
the group.

During his second year lw be- came adviser to the student
council, and with a succession
of student body presidents, was
able to encourage the council to
assume more and more responsibilities in sound democratic
fashion,
As the war approached, President T. W. MacQuarrie appointed
Dr. Pitman as armed services representative. It was his added responsibility to care for the affairst
pf . the reserves at the college and
To negotiate with the draft boriral

Leather Craft Shop

AUTOMATIC
SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY
to, &
- San Jos.
Phone CYpress 2-5437
HOURS. 8 A.M. to 8 P.M
SAT.: 8 A.M. to 6 P.M
SUN.. 10 A.M to) PM

SOFT WATER
SOAP FREE
DRYER SERVICE
-Plenty ot 1-:ree Parking

ha/et Caie
NEWALL

Complete line of

Craft Tools
and Leather
WALLETS HANDBAGS
BELTS
Made to Order

LET US HELP
YOU GET STARTED
73 E. SAN FERNANDO
CYpress 3-6624

37 WEST SAN CARLOS

NEW

SMORGASBORD LUNCHEONS
750
You help yourself to as much as you went from dozens of salads
and relishes. Then comes the hot entree, dessert and drink.
SMORGASBORD DINNERS $1.00
Complete with soup, entree, &siert and drink.
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Dr. Hermanns Meets Einstein

Crab Trophy
At ’Melodies’
ate
has
of
the
ye.
39,

’it 4.
El

ms
ith
-

A capacity crowd filled Morris
Pailey auditorium Wednesday
night to see a coolrful group of
pajama-clad Delta Gammas walk
off with the first annual "March
Melodies" trophy . Sigma Kappa
and Kappa Alpha Theta sororities
placed second and third, respectively, in the musical competition
among 13 organizations.
The DG’s stole the show with
their distinctive rendition of "I
Said My Pajamas" and "Hit the
Road to Dreamland". Judges for
the song festival were Mrs.
Maurine Thompson; Dr. Robert
Rhodes, and Mr. Al Ferguson,
_donator of the perpetual trophy.
Mistress of Ceremonies Joyce
Malone, freshman from Susanville,
usurped much of the limelight
with her charm and vivacious commentary. Chairman Pat Flannigan was presented with a basket
of flowers by Miss Malone as a
token of thanks from the Associated Women. Students and audience responded with an enthusiastic round of applause when
asked if they considered the
A.W.S.-sponsored sing a success.
Joan Hale, temporary president of
the group, announces it will definitely be an annual affair.
Committee chairmen consisted of
Marilyn Russel and Nancy Embshoff, publicity; Rosemary McKean, seating; Marilyn King, judging; Barbara Bentley, stage; and
Judy Dunlap, lighting.
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Sotzin to Attend
IA Cctnvention
TYr. HebeNst, A. Sotzin, Industrial
Arts department head, will head
an industrial arts teachers delegation from San Jose State college and vicinity, in attending
the statewide convention of the
California Industrial Education
association, March 25, in San
Francisco. According to Mr.
Hartley Jackson, associate professor of industrial arts, the San
Jose delegation is part of the
2100 industrial educators who will
attend the convention.

"Tonight At 8:30"
MARCH

9-17

SAY!!
We are all meeting for
COFFEE and a SNACK
Jumbo Shrimp
Corned Beef DeLuxe
Chili with Crackers
Beefburger with French Fries
(Fix them how you like them)

.65
50
.20
.35

"OUR SPECIALTY"
French Dipped Sandwiches
Cheese
Tuna
Patio Special
Milk Shakes
.15 &
Sundaes

.30
.40
.45
.25
.25

1.!..

Army Offers
Commissions ,
Final Day to Buy
’UnsuajMviØ
Booklets

Phi Eta Sigma-Holds Banquet.
To Initiate New Members
Announcements

Fairness Report

KEN’S PINE INN

Register Today
SKATES
SHOES
ACCESSORIES

PATIO DRIVE INN
Open 5:00 to 12:00
CORNER OF W. SAN CARLOS
AND LOS GATOS HIGHWAY

SPARTAN, DAUM

March 10, 1950

An opportunity to gain commissions as second lieutenants in the
Army Reserve is being offered to
students of San Jose State college
during the official observance of
Organized Reserve Corps week
here.
In San Jose yesterday, Lt. Col.
Fitzpatrick, ORC instructor, anounced that Department of the
Season booklets for the "UnArmy Circular 306, authorizes usual Movie" series, sponsored by
awarding of reserve commissions the San Jose Players, will be on
to college graduates who served a sale in the Speech office, Room
minimum of one year active duty 57, between 12:30 and 3:30 o’clock
during World War II. Veterans today for the last time, Movie
who served in any of the Armed Chairman Joe Guzzetti announced
Forces and who are undergradPictured above is DR. WILLIAM HERMANNS, assistant pro- uate students at the present time yesterday.
Season books for, the six-show
fessor of modern languages and DR. ALBERT EINSTEIN. Dr. may also qualify for commissions
series’ sell for $1.50. Individual
Hermanns, a personal friend of the fumed physicist, recently spoke
they
complete
the
10
serprovided
tickets are 30 cents.
before the International Students organization on "Germany and
ies courses and are between the
Einstein."
"Spectre of the Rose" will be
ages of 21 and 32.
_the first movie and will be shown
-Ca Fitzpatrick also stated that April 12, Judith Anderson and
commissions may fat awarded to Michael Chekhov star in this
veteran and non-veteran students movie,- script of which was writwho qualify as technical special- ten by Ben Hecht and Charles
ists.
MacArthur.
Students will be furnished full
A Russian film, "Ivan the TerThe San Jose State college
particular on Organized Reserve rible," will be shown April 19. The
chapter of Phi Eta Sigma, freshopportunties at the ORC armory, movie will appear with English
man honorary society, held its
217 West Julian street in San Jose, titles.
fifth initiation banquet Tuesday
II or at the big Army Reserve show
"The Lady Vanishes," an Engnight at the First Presbyterian
this weekend at the Santa Clara
lish suepense thriller directed by
church. Twenty-one new members
Revelries: Cast for Act III, County fairgrounds.
Alfred Hitchcock, is scheduled for
were introduced during the eve- Scenes 1 and 2 rehearse at 7:30
May 10.
ning by Toastmaster Lyle Tay- o’clock tonight in Morris Dailey MORE ON
Greta Garbo and Robert Taylor
lor, outgoing president.
auditorium.
star in the May 17 showing of
President T. W. MacQuarrie
"Camille."
"The
Great
Man
Students: Information regarding
offered a congratulatory talk to
Votes,"
probably
John
Barryrnore’s
between-quarter"Y"
Student
the
the new members, while Ed Mo(Continued from page 1)
sher, speech and drama major, transportation service is available lieves that such a practice, if it greatest film, will take place May
and a clarinet trio consisting 9f at the "Y" booth located in front exists, is rare, and that certainly 24.
Last movie in the series is
Thomas Eagan, Waldo Williams, a ’Morris Dailey, auditorium from it is never justifiable. Next quarand William Dusel completed the 11:30 a.m.-to 1:30 p.m. daily.
ter the Committee hopes to issue "f3ambi," Walt Disney’s famous
cartoon.
after-dinner program.
Congregational Fellowship: Meet a report on more suitable penNewly-elected officers of the Sunday at the Congregational alties.
EXCHANGE
organization are Voyle McFar- church to hear Miss Janet Pem5. We urge upon both stuland, president; Seymour Abra- berton discuss: "Is Church-Going dents and faculty the importance
WILL EXCHANGEjokes, humorous
hams vice-president; Richard Necessary to Christians?"
stories, and pictures of pretty girls
of courtesy and mutual respect.
for 25 cents on Wednesday, March
Wimer, secretary; Togo Nishiura,
(Faculty Manual pages 11 and
IS. Apply at all LYKE stands beginSeekers:
Dr. Evelyn Miller 45; Bill of Student Obligations,
treasurer; and Raymond Mollenning at 7 a.m.
Berger will give her second in a article 6.) Sarcastic humor on
hauer, historian.
Phi Eta Sigma prerequisites in- series of talks concerning "Pre- either side does not make for
clude status as a full-time SJSC paring for Marriage" at the First harmonious relations.
student with a 2.5 or better grade Methodist church at 7 p.m. Sun6. Professor Bentel has reaverage.
Initiates are Seymor day. Remember to get tickets to quested the Committee to discuss
Abrahams, Lewis Bowers, James dinner with T.N.T. and Wesley the conduct of the Thrust and
Burke, Robert Dickover, James Fellowship from officers.
Parry column in: general. We
- 255 S. 2nd
Higashi, Edgar Johnson, Kiyoshi
Tau Delta Phi: Meet at 12:30 therefore refrain from comment at
BREAKFAST
Kajiko, Charles Knowles, Richard p.m. today in tower.
,.this time, except to express the
LUNCH
Kreile, Harry Leong, Voyle Mcconviction that on the whole the
DINNER
Delta Phi Upsilon: Meet at 3:30 column is a desirable feature of
Farland, Charles Matsumoto,
Raymond Mollenhauer, Daryl p.m. today at 43 S. Third street. campus life.
Mutz, Roy Nakamura, Togo Nishi- Remember Miss Mabel Crumby’s
Donald Alden, English
ura Mervyn Rothe, Eugene rummage sale tomorrow.
David Down, student
Sharp, Edward Shickell, James
Acmy Frosh "Y" Group: Meet
William Gould, Journalism
Simpson, Thomas Summers, RobLeo Bibby, History
at 7:30 o’clock tonight in Room 7
ert Whitall, and Richard Wimer. to make plans for the party.
Elizabeth Kligallen, student
Robert Madsen, student
Frank Cullen: Report to GradElmo Robinson, Philosophy
uate Manager’s office immediately.
Arthur Williams, Chemistry
Desserts you can’t resist
Student Teachers: Spring quar- March 9, 1950
and
salads at their finest.
ter G.E., K.P. and general junior
(Note: Dr. Margaret Letzter,
For
a mealtime treat
high school student teachers are the remaining member of the
come in today.
asked to meet at 4 p.m. Tuesday, committee, left before the above
March 14, in 1314. City-county report was completed).
assignments will be issued. Inform
Mrs. Carolyn Walker if you cannot attend.

BOXED ORDERS TO TAKE OUT
Drop in for a Snack

’I:Six

Skating Sessions Nitely From

e P.M.

PHONE CV 2-3292
For Party Reservations

1066 THE ALAMEDA

Rummage Sale

HOT WATER

AUTO HEATER
WITH
DEFROSTER OUTLET
WHAT A BUY! Don’t miss at this price,
Stock limited. C.omplete with all attachments, ready to install. We also have
complete stock of defroster kits.

AUTO
SUPPLY
Northeast Corner 3rd. and Santa Clar,

AMERICAN

A rummage sale, sponsored by
Delta Phi Upsilon, will be held
Saturday, March 11, according to
Jackie Lazzeroni, president. The
group is a national primary-education professional fraternity for
women.
Mrs. Marilyn Ramsey is in
charge of the affair, which will
take place at 43 S. Third street,
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Spartan Daily

Regular Price $19.95
PRICED SPECIAL
FOR THIS SALE ONLY

All students expecting to enroll
in the following courses must preregister for them in R4)orrit61 today, according to Dr. William G.
Sweeney, head of the department
of education.
Courses requiring
pre-registration are education
courses numbers 104A, 104B, 105,
112, 153, 154, 297 and 383.

$7.77

IT’S A HIT!
You can’t miss
with our LOW
MEAT PRICES.
Prices are lowered up to 40%
Govt. Inspected

BEEF
9c1b
plus Sc lb. processing

. . . Forequarters

Special. . .

HAMBURGER

plus Sc lb. processing

Ism,: STATE COLLEGE

faiterad as saicond class mister Apcil 24. 1934
st Sc
Jos* California, condor Ma act of
a,.
1171,
slo,,ICe of Unitod Prow
or.,1 Q5 His cylobe Printing Company, 1441 S
first St San Joss, California. Ilisimbar,
tiavest psir Publisher’s Associatioo

_

lb.

. . . 10 LB. LOTS . . .
BUDGET TERMS

$17 A

MONTH

On Approval of Credit

WESTERN COLD STORAGE CO.
40 No. Fourth

CY 2-8992

IV
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Spartan Spears Install New
Officers, Ishimatsu Prexy
Betty Ishirpatsu, we-secondary
Xnglish major from Cupertino,
was elevated to the presidency of
Spartan Spears, sophomore woinens’ service organization Jollowing ceremonies at the group’s installation dinner qt B9hannan’s
restaurant Tneacti4,,,nt
Other’ new of titers trrefMarilyn
Russell, vice president; Beth Calvin, recording secretary; Deloris
Peterson, corresponding secretary.;
Marjorie Foster, treasurer; Thea
PeMoine, historian; Flo Taylor,
-publicilly chairman; and Pat Flanagan, A.W.S. representative.

Announcements
For Grad’s Arrive
Announcements for June commencement exercises have been received and are now on sale at the
"Spartan Shop, according to Fred
Michels, senior class president.
The price is two for 25 cents.
Seniors planning to be grad-

’

IC Track Meet
To-Open Thursday

College Orchestra

Builds Tradition
The college symphony orchestra
Over a period of many years has
built a tradition of excellence in
the performance of standard symphonic literature and conternp-

orary compositions.
In line with the traditional, the
symphony orchestra, under the direct ion of Dr. Lyle W. Downey,
will present a program thoroughly
contemporary in spirit on the evening of March 14 in the Morris
Dailey auditorium.
Two soloists, excellent in their
fields, will perform during the con-

cert. William J. Erlendson, ptan
and associate professor of music
has appeared during many? recital.
and is well known musicalk
Gloria Surian, soprano, is an ad
vance vocal student and has mad,
an impression with her fine tict
formance as soloist with III.
a cappella choir.

Five teams, composed of varsity
and freshman tracksters, will
swilwInto "EtIon nexr_Vursdity,
March 16, hi, the annuahSan Jose
State college Interclass track and
field meet. The event will finish
ron Friday, March 17, with
c pation slated for t . partan
.
.
oval.
Fraternities and sororities will
back the teams with organized
rooting sections. Five frats and
one sorority have been -selected at
the present tithe.
’Backing Woody Linn’s group,
one club will be Theta Chl and the
Kappa - Kappa -Gamma sororitY
while John Shetanian’s number
two squad will have the support
of Delta Theta Omega,
Stu Inman Controls. the third
team and will receive support from
Delta Upsilon.
Jack Passey’s
fourth combination will be aided

nouncements as soon PS possible. ma Pi will get behind Fred ManSamples will be posted on the sen- kini’s fifth -unit. ior class bulletin board, located in
the hallway north of the Morris
liailey auditorium lobby.
Dr. Jay C. Elder, dean of general education at San Jose State
college, returned to campus this
An intercollegiate Purim Ball, week to attend a meeting of the commemorating one of the most college deans after being stricken
festive of Jewish holidays, will, be with a heart attack at his home
held at the Hotel De Anza, Sat- October 31, 1949. He expects to
urday evening, March 11, under resume his duties here during the
the auspices of the Hillel Founda- remainder of the 1949-50 year.
tion at San Jose State college.
Delegations from Stanford university, University of California at
Berkeley, San Francisco State college and San Francisco City college, will join with the San Jose
FOR RENT
students for the semi-formal event
Two large rooms. for boys.
The public is alSo invited; Dancyou can prove
ing will be from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., Shower, private entrance, and
seconds
Linens fur- I with music by Herb Patnoe’s cooking privileges.
In just a few
fished. 460 E. Santa Clara street.
Combo
Mountain cottages with one Or
two bedrooms, furnished. 835 and
$40 a- month. See W. L. Winston
LESS IRRITATING
in the Industrial Arts dept.
IS DEFINITELY
For faculty members: Furnished
now smoking!
or unfurnished apartment: 112
blocks from yollege. 469-S. Se% /silt h
street.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Second and St. John Streets
Room far one college girl. PriSunday, 8.00 a rn.Ho’y Cornmun’on
vate bath, kitchen and- laundry
9.30 a m.Church School
II:00 a m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
privileges also linens furnished.
7:30 p m.Canterbury Club
598 S. 13th street.
Rev. Howard B. Scholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Rooms for rent f trt’i Christian
Phone CYpress 3-7953
Is
with kitchen
privileges._
M22,50 a month. 105 5 11th street.
Rooms for college girls. New
GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
and modern, showers, kitchen
(United Lutheran Church in America)
Rev. Clarence F. Grouser, AB: ’23
privileges, also open for the sum59 E. Julian St.
mer. 54.1 S. Seventh stebet.
Sunday, 9:45 a.m Church School
Girls: Room and board for
11 amMorning Service by pastor.
spring quarter. Also meals only.
7 p.m Luther League.
Weyhrews, 37,1 S. Sixth street.
Clean comfortafile room for two
boys, board if desired. CY 4-2975.
INHALE.
750 E. St. James street.
DON’T
some thing
exactly the
a difference
Quite
Do
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Room in nice home for
that sting?
INHALEand
Notice that bite,
Private kitchen with Frigidaire
a puff DON’T through your
CHURCH
PHILIP MORRISI
THEN, just take
come
from
the,smoke
and range, and ,individual heat.
.
s-l -o -vi -1-y let
80 S F,411 Seet
MORRIS!
it And NOW
Bus stop. 426 N. First street, 56
nose. Easy, isn’t
SMOKING PHILIP
SHOULD SE
a weik.
KNOW- WHY
NOW
FOR SALE
I 1:00 a.m.Morning Serv:ces
1940 Buick club coupe with radio
Rev. Franz.
and -heater, in good condition. $400.
CY 2-6144. 7:00 p.m.Christian Youth
Private or group tennis lessons
Fellowship
from, state .ranked tennis player.
Everybody talks about PLEASURE, but
Call YO 79511 or write 585 Calionly
ONE
cigarette
has really. done something about it.
fornia street, Mt. view.
That cigarette is PHILIP MORRIS!
.Bargaln: "Elsie -Smijh" typewriter, Standard. _ReCently r reRemember: less irritation means more pleasure.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
t)uilt. :Clarence Anderson (Room
And
PHILIP MORRIS is the ONE;cigarette proved
Rev. Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
Merle. Roark, Pastor’s Assistant
definitely less irritating’, definitely milder,
!
1931 Model A, four-door sedan.
"ste,
Second & San Antonio Streets
Body fair, motor good. See at
than any other leading brand.
1.‘
!Apt. 70, Spartan City.
Ars
TIMES OF WORSHIP
NO OMER CIGARETTE
Older model car. Body nice
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
CAN MAKE THAT STATEMENT.
condition, good paint, engine needs
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
some work.
Very reasonably
Dept. of Church School
priced. Call CY 5-7240. .
Wed., 7:30 p.m., Prayer Meeting
YOU’LL BE GLAD TOMORROW
PERSONAL
fileriFiefk-ping
YOU SMOKED PHILIP MORRIS TODAY!
service.
ExperiCollege Age Gro’Sinlor B. Y."
enced, quick, tenm, paper typed.
6:15 Sunday evenings. The group
I furnish typewriter, Call CY
has wide awake meetings each Sunday night. Outside speakers are
2-0400.
brought in from time to time. A varNeed papei.s typed? Reasoniety of social activities is scheduled
able and neatly. Mrs. Lewis, CY
throughout the school year. One Sun3:0145.
day a month the group goes to the
Term papers typtd accurately.
Odd Fellows Horne to hold services.
The group also sponsors other activiTwenty years experience _8114dtmt
ties as the need arises.
rate 11.25 An hour,. WI& 13th
street, call CY 3-0738.

Dr. Elder Returns

llel to Hold Ball

Classified Ads

CHURCH

DIRECTORY

when you smoke FrHILIFIVIORRIS!
HERE’S
ALL YOU
DO!

PHILIP MORRIS

you’re
tbati_the brand

a
I. ..light up
PHILIP MORRIS
YOU

light up your
present brand

YOU

volPHILIPMO

pianist
music,
recitals
ISicalI
an ad_
8 made
le
till,

SPRING!
N24,

What a
kle!
/
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Sainte Claire
Clothing Shop
Sainte Claire Hotel Bldg.
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Spring!
What a life
Ten Composiie Stylists
Reveal Facts Figures
By NANCY LOUGHLIN
Fashion Editor
Twenty seven hundred sixty-six
college women can’t be wreng.
Such is the general consensus regarding Correct garb when 10
Spartan coeds were approved and
chosen tsy- the Spartan natty
shion staff as the prototypes eL
what San Jose State college’s
well -dressed women wear.
Norma I fairies. \ Kay’ Howeth.
- Dot een Callen, Diana Anon,
Margot Supple, Charlotte DeBaY;
Kathleen Baird. Annabelle Kirch..
er, .Jeanne Ellis, and Gretchen
Garlichs exemplify that -neat appearance and well-chosen garb
wnich characterize the San Jose
State college girl.
42,
Now -what constitutes a welldressed coed? A variety of answers came from the lips of our
ten smart coeds. All agree on one
thing
that a neat appearance is
’most important; most of them
stress the "conservative" note
-and agree that radical extremes
are impair taste.
for-A.au,1,u3
Contrary to popular fiction, college girls do not dress solely for
their men. Answers regarding this
pertinent question ranged from
Norma Haines’ "If we dressed entirely for men, we wouldn’t be in
style" and Doreen Challen’s opinion, "if one will take a look at
masculinity
the trend towards
(which men do -.not like) one
_would surmise that women do not
dress entirely for men" to Jeanne

Ellis’ viewpoint. " girl’s best..fashion critic Is her man."
However, these 10 young women have their own opinions on
what makes a Spa rt a n male
"smooth-looking". All agree that
neat shirts, sweaters, and slacksi
re- better-looking. than suntans br
levis- -"riar,ticuarly _TIGHT levis."
Not one of the girls could claim
that the college-age girls in her
hometown were better dressers
than the girls at State.
For their own wardrobes, the.
girls’ personal opinions ranged’
from owning five to eight skirts,.
fin equal number of sweaters(preferably cashmeres or a similar
closelY-woven sweater) or jersey
blouses, a couple nf jackets, and
"two coats are necessary." For
dressy wear, three or four dresses
should be basic with at least two
formals for dances. A new gimmick in the evening-wear line,
the dipping hemline formal, finds
little favor with the girls who feel
that it, like the rest of the "flap?)lv, Is too extreme and
not flattering to the feminine figure.
Included in the prejudices
against the "flapper" styles is a
dislike for rising hemlines which,
the girl* feel, are at a perfect
length now. The cloche-type hat,
howevet, a 1920 style, finds rising
favor with the 1950 college girl
who likes it for its neat appearance with tailored outfits and its
(Continued on Page 11)

Modtled by Norma Haines and
Thomas Dean.

FIRST AT SAN CARLOS

Vitten.!-:r cashmere tops the
ever-pcpar stem -slim skirt.
The cashmeres ;n spring pastels,
of coJrte

9.00

The rficricd skirt. (checks are
Mult-

01;!,

year), in 109%
14.91 -

Sportswear, Fashion Floor

yes, we are collegiate!

DIANA ANSON

JEANNE ELL1$

KATHLEEN BAIRD

ANNABELLE KIRCHER

GRETCHEN GARLICHS
Your . . .

Easter Hat

Best Dressed College Girls Air Secrets
Jeanne Ellis
Striking red hair, and dainty
freckles are the first things one
notices about Miss Jeanne Ellis.
The possessor of twinkling blue
eyes and a lovely smile, Miss Ellis favors tailored clothes.
The dainty miss is in her senior
year at SJSC and is a social science major.
Sunnyvale is her
home town. Jeanne is a member
of Gamma Phi’ Beta sorority.
The five feet three and a half
Inch tall young lady. measures 24
inches around the waist. Her hips
measure 34 inches and bust measurement is 34 inches.

ing combination to set off her
dark eyes and hair.
The 5’ 4" genezal elementary
major likes to swim, bowl and
dance in her spare time. Her
measurements are a neat 34, 24,
35. The vivacious brunette is from
Sacramento.

Keth:een Baird

Blo n d, hazel-eyed Kathleen
Baird of San Jose is an education
major who plans to be a kindergarten-primary teacher. She looks
stunning in her gray wool dress,
w h i-c h features an accordion
pleated skirt. With it she wears a
matching jerkin. A splash of color
Annabelle Kifchner
comes from her gold scarf and
DOREEN CHALLEN
Wearing a pale blue cashmere gold suede shoes.
Slender Miss Baird, who has
and a wine gabardine straight
Theta Chi fraternity held a joint skirt, with matching wine bobby- cooking and sewing as hobbies, is
meeting with Delta Zeta sorority sox tucked into her white bucks, 5’4" tall and measures 33, 23,
Monday night.
Annabelle Kircher chose a strik-33!Z.

from . . .

Whin

Doreen theHen
Miss Doreen- Challen likes to
wear a beige ensemble that points
up her brown eyes and hair, The
skirt and matching vest are a
neutral background for the green
sweater blouse which she wears
with them. She also wears beige
shoes with this outfit.
Listening to George Shearing
records and sun-bathing at Santa
Cluz are favorite hobbies of the
general elementary education major, who hails from San Jose.

"

Choose Your Now Spring He No.!

58 E. San Fernando S+.
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NORRIS famous for fine campus FABRICS
MERRY-GO-ROUND SKIRT!
wear :1

.C.Lisol;on idle

smooth sailing ahead in

4 ways

"ski

neki

59030,i S.,

$7.95

car. 51504.9 tri a is;

hato lo dotice-floor

fiallern ’nacos

Las onlp.

polleris 5261. -

no stde-fosIeners, no bid/of:holes!

sl,
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MAKE SEVERAL MERRY-GO-ROUND SKIRTS from any of.
these

exciting fobrics

Strivrams
SANDLER
OF

Hand Screen Cotton Prints
Hawaiian and Batik Cotton Prints
Hand Screen Cotton Quilted Prints
Novelty Weaves in Plain Colors
Fabrics Ideal for the Easter Season

BOSTON

It’s the most important shell shape shoe
of our times ... originated by Sandler.... low
racing lines rising to a high peaked bock.
Get into Skiffs for a pleasant tack through
Spring and Summer.

NORRIS

"San Jose’s Store for Yardage" for Over. 22 Years
268 SOUTH FIRST
CYpress

OM(
2-1787

MORE
s ti 0.E c

149 South First
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ARLO1TE DEBAY

These
pocket;
slirped
to the
rear.

NORMA HAINES

Wear it
from
mow-on.-

Six 11/eit.- Attired - Coeds
Present Ea’ shion Slants
No-rna Haines
Kay Novreth
li!;;: -; for smart clothes charHaine.s i:; an exiMple Of ’
acter!:,;
fithse.7tift--reatfatl\rat unusual cittratirtn----bload-shirinTrit’e ttripra, os.r.
hair and .blue eys:. ()tie. of the!
cvni;J:ts. 1.".a..R honey -blond
,1alleY gals, she slant’ ; 5’ ’6" in her hair, hz
v;y1 ey.-F, and trim figure
nicely to’ her
,stocking feel weighs 126 pounds,: lend t
an:I in the ’vital stattitics de- "passion for rixtremeS", as she
calls her clothes -cinste.
partment, measures 31-25-34.
.
However, Kay .admits she hag
sophomore pre- trouble with lihr Santa Clara man
fel’? simple tailored suits, and ! who doesn’t care for her new red
smart .coridinations of contrast; ballet -style shoes tind car not. epoceive a &Mae skirt made out of
in skirts and jackcts for campus
burlap (the latest innovation’ in
is
looking
Tortan HOWCWer, -she
fabrics for summer Wear).
ward to &mitring spring cottons.
This’ well -dressed coed from
come between sooester vacatioti. Portervile has hobbies other- than
.
all of. her .own wardrobe
. making
She enjoys lio:spi,:iek ’riding and!
Char.ot lc Daisy
no
nicer th.an
Charlotte DeBey is a tall, slim can in
brown-eyed fashion contender -.vho settling do".’,.. oh ii ranch near
faverS simp:e skirs and sweaters Porterville som rte.; Before this
however’. the19-:. e; --old creshnian
’
for campus wear.
--a
glint would like toils, a littyter of womHowever, Chariot 1e -gets
in her eye %Olen sting is men- en’s apparel, and is aiming,t- totioned far she associates- San wards this by majoring in merchJose’s balmy’ weather with the andising at State.
wearing of light cottons in the
M.srget Supple
.
pastel hues that contrast so niceiy
Diminutive Miss Margot:. Supwith her dark coloring.
feat Ut e ii hart, sleek, hairA music major at State, Char- ’le
ho, and fancies an at iractiveItura_i
lotte’s neat appearance and wellanti dainty
ehaven garb make her worthy of colored suc:Ic
accessm
.title.
’svell-dressed girl"
The small an:1
Mk-tsc
Supple is
merchttitiisii
th+jol
Gretchen GarCehs
fro m Sacramento. St:, i amcm-:
Wheu ’last seen tall,
Tier rre il)Ita Gamma’,
haired Gretchen barlichs was atThe brossit hairfsel.
4ot,.
tired in a "mart outfit of a
nil’ v,i;e1,., ralito lOT Ut i Is ammo
tilI:karts’’’!’h
iii, a cocoa cashoti.,
Sweater, beige col ilitroy jack( t
beige flats, and m contrasting NA’ar
around her neck.
Gretchen favors the ,n.art, ttcl
Co:. 2nd a. San Antonio
ored clothes for ciarpts weal
they are. so perfectly suited for
het’ 5’ 71;2" stature. Weighing in
Speciorsts in
at 128 pounds this: Well -dressed
S:"ORTSWEAP.
coed’ carries with her a chssiit

There’s

cnr
to suit
every
college
Miss in
our new
collection
of.washables

for Spring.
Bright
Plaids

The 2o-year-oi;

Noe!
;+.

RAMO N:A

Soft Pastels
Washable
Rayons
Jew1-Tone
Brcadcloths

Y HO WI H
is five feet three and a half inches tail. Her waist measurement is
2: inches, bust 32 inches and pips
32, inches.

SEE THEM!
Drc
SI,cfched

(vIFLIN
.1, Arthur, (Mit ’M.
S1aff
pholi-,grapher, was- the iensman
for the tan portrait Filets of :the
t7irls whom the Sp:tin:in Daily
society ytafi con.;;ders
prokistYpe of what well-dressiict.cootis
should be.

$9.95

-
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DAvenport 2-0140
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A risen fas or, miloticii clothes. r..,
eeiliwoeti by . trail
Dizl.m. who is getting an :rirly
start on Ilia. yummet 1,an, ha.:
withIsinft.. :
short errly hrown ha
t ’’id six incite’:
Ii
and i.nicis
ti
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Size: 33. 33

FOR STATE STUDENTS s
Special care :Ind service given knit I
Isuits, blouses, dresses and sweaters

11

I!

330 SO. THIRD STREETa
MI MO
11111 1111

ge Sun!

Peasant Blouses
3.98
2.98

I

FORMERLY RASO CLEANERS
I
2 DAY SERVICE

3asitions

banded-wide in tones of the
rand, surf and sky! Precision
ta:lored for a faultless Et;
spad:ed w:th gleam:ng copper
fasteners. Guaranteed colorfast and
washablet 5’1es 9-17 and 10-18.
$3.95
Coy Shorts.
$2.50 and $3.50 ’
Boned Bra
$6.95
Cplartona Jack:t
Colortone Cap

George’s Cleaners

I

in

J

Stun +It, rAitt’in the=

One of her favorite a-nd most
becoming garintints is a tallow::
white cotton vest warn vith at
skirts, giving her it head Mart. on sprihiit fashions-.
The sophomore education!major
Teallk ,Sari
nWFrancisco
ot’.’nrher
oh
At San Jose State shti
-a member of All:ta Phi
Tn ’the department of vital statistics,’ the
well -dressed ’miss
weighs a trim 123 pounds.. Her
measuremevs are: waist. 23; bust,
32: and hips. 32.

I.

... i( aiff riPei
J

eciali-

New Gabardine S’Arts 5.98

e

Imported Cashmere
Sweaters 7.98

C.C. CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED!
THE CLOTHES CLOSET

520 RAMONA

SINCE l’i32
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Mare

‘Newmen’ to Hold
Day-long Retreat

1071955

Religious

eduen t inn

i;tressed at the Newrr...an c:1)14
rQtre4t, Sundoty. NLirch. 12.. The ...
I day-long--,prof.ram"
tegin ai
mass at St. Patrick’s
o Cloc
church. and will cad at ill..? c..;-....1reltv
at 4 -o’clock.
Father Pettit’
Preparator;
chool,
,ct_111" retreat. 1.3rci*:as‘ and
luncheon wiil be
Newman Hall.
A, this
Lentt"tr,t
air Catholic-stachntF: at San Tose State college will V.. interi,sted
in’ attending tht, i et.
ing to,Nevt man i
’I he 1-.tri.at w
,4e ,,
I.() atield.. is
!H,)rtto
’

The,
New
NEW
,

Presentation of pledges was the highlight of the evening when
Sigma Kappa sorority honored its pledges at a recent dance at
Hotel Casa Del Rey in Santa Cruz. big sisters bestowed gifts from
the sorority updh-the 30 attending neophytes during the presentation ceremonies, and each girl was formally introduced to the guests
by Chuck Pettis, acting master of ceremonies. Rids in the form
of wooden paddles were given each sorority member.
Dancing was held in the Garden room of the seaside hotel. More
than 60 couples danced to the music of Fred Raumlwrger’s Townsmen trio from 9 to I o’clock.
Mrs. Frank trick, Sigma Kappa housemother, was honored guest
for the evening. Pledge officers are: Claire (it arge, president; Joyce
Harrel, vice president: Lenore (7r14, secretary; Ann Cuaninfrhant,
social chairman; Mary Arnold, scholarship chairman; and J.ickie
Lawlor, activities chairman.
photo by Del Carlo

\I
FASHION CLEANERS

DSPs Elect Woodilint Prexy
Bill
Woodflint was
elected treasurer; Vic Holshevnikoff.
president of Delta Sigma Phi tor; Don Eldridne. historian;
fraternity Monday evening at the Art Bussi, sgt.-at,arms.
group’s weekly meetir.g. Other
The newly olectel officers
oft.icers elected were: Garvin Las- hold office- until March. 1931
kowEki. vice presiclent; John Rog- will be, installed formally
ers. secretary; Don Harkness, _11.49Sday-4,-wening

ediand
will:
and
next

Ezoort Clean:ng
Altera-tions
Dressmaking
Costume.;
277 E. San Fernando
Across Street from School

CY 3-3833

Rogers - Smith Reveal
August Wedding Plans
The engagement of MissWinifred Mae Rogers to Robert James
.Smith was announced recently at
a :dit net Party at the home of the
ideTeleCiTparent.S.,Mr. and Mrs.:
A. W. Rogers of San Jose.
Miss Ftry,:er:: was graduated
froin San Joe State college with
a degree in commerce. She also
attended Abraham Lincoln ’High
school. St.’ Angela parochial sellool
and the Academy of Fine Arts
in Chicago.
Smith
was graduated
from
Bellarmine
1...eparatory. school,:
Head’s business ’college .and at-,
tended the University of Santa
Clara A7 ;1 San Jose State college ,
He WPS affiliated with Theta Mu i
Sigma fraternity. The future bridegroom is the son of Mrs. RoseMarie Geisdorff and the brother.
of Lois P. Smith.
The couple plan an August wedding.

Miracles Reveal
Birth of Miracle
Who said, the day of miracles
is past? Proving this.--theor
wrong; Lynn ’Susanne ’was born,
to Mr. and Mrs;Mirtfeeon March 8.
The six -pound; 13-ounce girl is
the daughter of the former Donna
Lama ’49 graduate of State who
majored in social service. Father
of the little "miracle" is a postgraduate business education major.

........-srdcfswaceocaxv
Pay-As -You -Go Checksi
a

There’s no minimum balance
required, no monthly service
ge. You merely buy ten
blank theclis for f1.00, use
flaTe- Die any other checks.
.and -when they are gone,
you qt *en more

The

First National Bank
of San Jose
II!ember,

I rderdl

I.osp

AIDOC1000000006000000:05-

eertifies

Cit ei4g
tut/ to

Looking
Fcr
MATERIAL?

100% wool blue checked suit,
red Irrsing.

59.95
You’ll find
Yes, indeed. Checks or- good
as gold this Spring. We’re
hoarding some wonderful
gems that are bound to
increase your circulation.
Chec’:ed oppers with a jaunt/
air, checked wool suits with
figure-hugging jacefs. Come
in and double-c:ieck
with us
fashion wise-price wise--

beautifd
display at
TWIN’S YARDAGE
Wools
Silks
Cottons

at Reasonable Prices
1.10DES ROYAL
Mr.CALL

SthotiliC1Y
LUTTERICK

Twin’s Yardage
Shop
435 S. BASCOM

IOC% wool checked coat,
leather belt.

69.95

Social. Affairs Committee
Plan For-‘Leprechaun Leap’

Id
it
I

he

Shatles of old ieland will be
the
, revlved.. ,at
"Leprechaun
LeaP." a St. Pit el;’s Day ,dance
planned’
the Social Al-

11Gs to Celebrate

I KSK Fraternity
Initiates Ten Men
In Formal Rites

, Format initiation ceremonies for
ten neophytes of Kappa _Sigma
scheduled to,’ Maic: 1 17 in the
wel’e held tecently at the
,tuditorium,
be dressy
Ste.’ Claire hotel. Following the
’.1iort. There is to he no !u;olison
Members of Delta Gamma sov- rites, a dinner and darce were
char,-,e
ority will celebrate their a
at a local
ll
iith’itat-Tteld
v..bulc
,
Bvenl
clity with a banquet at ,
New members -0 the fraternity
and
’a,’; +la -aers c’ role arbi Ind a man..
!’i.!1 Jo. e Coiinta.\ club .’.1111
14.
are
All
ChaprnanT Herbert
a
-zta
’
et.
t
_
1
t
’
Frame, EarI ’,Martin, Marvin Mc_ ,P.I.
ercrraF,--tenc;f:’: vs ill hr 111..
Th’s
77th
cyjclenc,
of the Corkle. Charles 1\lurrav, Millard
CPlebr:.; t I n
1CCOrd---ftwin Tic of t he :(Irk)! it:
in ()x- Richarat_,,_ Herman- Smith- and
ing t-, Duke .1).sva.;, ehaivinan of ford, mis:..
Gene Standfield.
Iftiirs -committee.
the S
Miss Sin!
’Vnl
’n ’addition, .BiN. area meeting
"\\
in the student
?t 1)11
thi;
’‘ "
’
and of San Jose, Stanfo .
yiv!;ir.
h; id
the 1
,h; V,,Maliot .
it
chapters
nrento, and Armstr
’’"ne \Veil’ vs
he of the’ fraterait is scheduled fr
g(11
Irilstesf;ts.
be Spring quarter, aecording lo Nor,
----TIMMIrTh.-11.1111--pr_cri:iciLi_ Ii
I
JoYC’t’ IZowe. marl.
IISSMI1 Hodgson and .:11isS Ruth
\ nile fairy- usually cor.oived
Mudg
;
toolit
tro if
Miss Marnot Supple is in char-,e
he hiding place of
of decorations and candlelighters Joint
_
be tir-Miss’77,---Marge Parr,
BetsY-AraiMan, Janet Giacomazzi,
Members of Kappa Alpha Theta
Doleres Skocko, Sally Matignon sorority and Kappa Alpha frater’and Betty Davis.
nity’ held a joint meeting recently
at the Kappa Alpha chapter house ’
on Ninth steeet.
Sigma Ala Epsilon and Delta IN 1116
; Pledges from both groups ofUpsilon fraternities stages their
’ fered entertainment for the -affair.
first joint dance -party at the
.KA neophytes presented a "shadTown and Country lodge, in Ben ,
;ow play" designed to resemble a
Lomand Frtcla,y night, according
Miss Raffle "Windy" Clark : television show,
under the guidto Johli: Cligccoluizzi DI’. and; announced her er7aqrment
t9 ance of BUTZ Thiebaud, Paul Put.- .
Sieve fArt-ett, SAE, publicity: Rieltaja T. Davis at. a recent !sell,
.
Fred ’Davenport and Ray ,
chairmen.. mcctirfg of Sigma Nappa sorority.’ Hanagan. Debbie Downer’ of the
.
’ A
Miss Ciilri’: a-sophomore mm- Kappa Alpha Theta group sang
group of 70 couple-s attended
mc .:ce-secret
. aria I major at San ’ a Kentiicky backwoods song.
.... _-_ - - -:istr-driaan..__itffair--Thitt---ittsted f 1 om
9
to
1
o’clock
.
.
’
- - 7 lite-- ST, t elitb aria SigMet. ’Kappa :
Herb Pittnon, a .Theta Chi, and,,
sorority. She is the daughter of ,
his orchestra were contracted toi
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Clark of ,
provide the music for what, had! Burbank.
Herman Smith. a’ San Jose .
- the makings of an inter-fraternity ’:
Davis is noiv a student at Cal- State college student and his wife
function.
’ Arm, an aeronautical school in. recently became the parentR of
Chapter Presidents fioh Schatz. Gleniiale and will be graduated’ a son, Lanny Howard
Smith.
f/U, and Chuck PettiS. SAE, and. next fall. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Smith and Lanny are living
social ’chairmen Jim ’Lovely, SAE.; Mrs. E. 0. Davis of Juneau, Alasin Napa while ’Smith -continues,
and Bill -Manahan, DU, expfessed ka.
his studies here, lie is a pledge
a t isfact lop over the outcome of
No date has been set for the of Napri Sigma Kappa fraternity.,
’
’
" the Thtir.
Wedding.
in
rick’s
hurchy

-

Meeling

.4)./.1..ES.

e,

U.

r With Banquet

KAs Hold

iRS

AT BLUM’S
EXCLUSIVELY

WE’VE SKETCHED
JUST ONE STYLE
FROM OUR ,NEW
SUMMER COLLECTION

Free brush stroke; on white,
Carlye’s summer rayon
crepe, to match re simple
Cape Cad bodice closed
with tiny gilt and white
seashells. A.11. in one
piece, by Carlye, St. Louis.
Sizes 7 to 17.

25.00

S Stage -

ozni Dance-Party

Clark Tells
Betrothal News

Smiths Have on

Phi U Pis Elect
Former Student
-----Coeht4m-President
Joe Cochran -Wag named-pi-psi
dent of Phi Upsilon Pi the honor-ary chemistry fraternity, when
the group held its -semi-annual
election of officers -recently.
Other ’,hew office -holders are:
-Cal Wilson, vice-p-cesiderru,--Russ:
,Mitchell, secretary; Ken Marsi,:
treasuacr; Dick Russell. historian;
and Brian Wright, sergeant -atarms.
The not -going president. Cap;
flIood.-was given a gavel and
chain by club,tremirers in appree-!
iatici of his s3rvice.

Theta Xi Colony
Pleercs Eifirht
Theta
co ’y
formally
pledged
ri
’nt1 the niganiza;iol :.ionday evening pre-:
cedii g
.at’ T usiness meeting.aecording, to John Del Sccco
publicity chilli man.
Tilos,. pledging Theta Xi are
Philip Jones. 11can McKenzie,:
:Ma tie s ---EreAg
k Dollard-Lee.
PFk_Bert-wit- C4fri Moore. Robert
:Max-r.g7and Charles Castro.
The Theta Xis initiated six meri!
recently. :They are Edward’ Hass,
Tom Statti, Ronald, Ross, George’
Sweet, Stan Wachulz, and -Dick
Redeker.
Mr. Lowell C. Pratt is faculty
adviser to the group.
- -

Tells Engauement
A

II

White Saddle Oxfords
Genuine Buckskin and White Elk

Dinner Party

Miss Catherine Maus chose a
dinner party at the home of Mr.
and -Mrs. -Ray- -Major- -of-Santa
Clara to disclose TR ws of her engagement to Larold W. Gin., Miss
Maus and Give are both former
State students.
The wedding will be held late
this summer after Give is given
his commission from midshipman’s
school in Corpus Christi,- Texas.
Miss Maus is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Maus. Mr.
Red Mrs. Tlos M. Give are the
parents of the future bridegroom.
who is affiliated with Phi Sitmla
Kapyt fraternity.

Over
495

You’ll be amazed at this
outstanding value on
Girls’ saddles in ell white

Spaulding type soles.
Welt -flexed all wkite soles for smart -

ness; well designed construction fo, real
comfort. Sturd_y Elk leather for long
vicar.
ALL SIZES
31/2 C to 10 AAAA

’4

’SHOE OUTLET

Meals-

6 Seats Availab’e
San Jose to London
(Round Trip)

Open Thur-day
Night ’till 9

LEAVE AUG. 1st ... RETURN SEPT. 15th

JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
78 W. SAN CARLOS (St. Claire Hotel)

Pairs

DON’T MISS THIS!

Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
formally pledged 15 men to memhership ._t trently, The _ceremony
was held- at the chap.er housc
Thoso-pleeieed are Glenn Brown,
Morey Coles. Dick Edwards. Don
Frolich Joi, Graziano, Dale Hanst
Ttid Johnson Jim Kane. Bill Lytle.
Ken Iiictlraw, Leland Newton,
11111 Schrink, Tony Sweetland. Pat
Vargetta, and Brian Wright.
Gtetri Brown was elected presi- ’
dent of the pledge class.

$525.00

500

Regular Values to $8.95

Delta Sigma-Phis,
In: I iate 15 Men

--lncluding Tax and

BLUM’S LITTLE SHOP

CY 3-7273

73 North First
SHOES FOR ALL THE FAMILY

NEXT TO CREST THEATRE

Two hours free parking
St. Charles parking
area with any
purchase.

NEXT TO CREST THEATRE

-..

-
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L. Tappy’ Waldorf 1,7
Talks at Banquet
Of Pi Kappa Alpha
Approximately 170 members of
Pi ilap.;:a Alpha fiaternity and
their guests. celebrated the founding of Dalta Pi chapter .of I IKA
here at San Jose State cf)IIggc. at
a banquet held Saturday night at
the San Jose .Country club.
:The 82n4 birthday of Pi Kappa
the 38th ’anniversary
Alpha . an
of Alpha Sigma chapter at UnivrAity of California were also
Powell B. .ilicllaney, aational
alumni secretary, and Lynn O.
Waldorf, University of California
ibotbal! coach and IIKA ahunnus, ,
were the featured speaf;ers.,
Presirient T. W. MacQuarrie,Dstan-oS-Mon-PcieiAt-Piffvfwatitr
Dr. Boris Gregory. Delta Pi faculty adviser, represented San Jose
-State-college.
David Horn, Delta Pi, as toastmaster called on the S.M.C.’s of
California chapters.
the
four
Alpha Sigma of University of
California was represented, by
S.M.0 Roy Grimm and 69 other
11KA’s. Gamma Eta of University of Southern california had
S.M.C. Jack Scott and 9 other
11KA’s. Delta Kappa of San Diego
State brought S.M.C. Thomas
Petrone and 17 other 11KA’s.
Delta Pi of San Jose State was
by ’S. M. C. Earl
ter:esented
Guisness and 91 other members
and pledges.
Other guests were Garff B.
_Wils
igrietpresicient,. _J
R. Horton, national field secretary. Don Olsen, an Alphal Sigma
now attetding San Jose State.
and Harry Beck, a Gamma Eta
now attending San Jose State.
$GO Becomes IIKA
Installation team’: from three
visiting chapters initiated 36 men
of Sigma Gainma Omega over
a six hour period on Friday afternoon at the SGO house. chapter Installation took . place in. the
Seienee -building on Saturday af’terniaoia. Delta Pi attended "church
in a body on Sunday morning.
Pi. Napo Alpha was. founded
b.sot_nwit____Ajaw_h__.1,___18tig.at.

SKs, Theta Mus
Exchange Dinners
At Local Houses

4.1.11/WV*
0014064
0-.01.0.04

sorority
and
Sigma. Kappa
Theta Mu Sigma fraternit
I an -exchange-clinner at the local
I Chapter houses recently. ’Approximately 60 persons took part in
the affair.

grevarOitori
...011.

Breaded Veal Cutlets
with Country Gravy
"111E9
I
,
i
I

kntertainment

was provided by
"Mildred" Souza and "Wihifred"
Pack who did a dance routin^r
much- to the delight of that’ in:

OPEN DAILY
We are now under new managemen:. and ready to serve you with the
finest of food and service.

El Camino Real
31/2 miles from Santa Clara
"Tonight At 8:30"
MARCH 9-17

r AtmIa leton
restarailt

to ...San fiose

LYNN WALDORF, EC football
coach, addresses more than 110
of his PI Kappa Alpha fraternity brothers at Saturday’s banquet at the San Jose Country
club. Waldorf, a PKA at. Syracuse university, was featured
speaker on as program honoring
the Installation of Delta Pi chapter of PKA ut San Jose State
college. On the left Is DAVE
HORN, toastmaster, ^nd past
-president of SGO the local fraternity that is now PKA.
-

Thetas Fete Moms
Mothers of Kappa Alpha Theta
sorority pledges were honored recently by an informal tea. Members of the Mothers’ club and ac-4
tive members of the sorority met
at the chapter house for the at-!
fair.

"Known for Good Food"
17 E. Santa Clara St.
Amommor

sity of Caliiornia .1912; University of Southern California, 1926;
San Diego State college, 1948;
and San Jose State college. 1950.
Delta Pi is the 97th chapter Cf
11KA.
Founders of Delta Pi
The following men are founders of Delta’ Pi chapter. of Pi
Kappa Alpha at San Jose State,

A TRADITION IN SAN JOSE

toroon’s Credit De0, Store

Your New

Easter Outfit

10%
OFF

to "our new

EASTER OUTFIT PROBLEM

. .

Gordon’s offers you 100/ on any purchase of $10.00 or over.
No money down . . . one year to pay.

Nothing Down!
Sportswear
Dresses
Cashmere Sweaters

Slacks
Blouses
Coats

Liberal Credit for Young Budgets

.

Csuerelio
taring Ckteltioft
with Mushroom Silsoe
$1.50’

,Roast beef and baked ham were,
served as the main course of the
meal.
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He -e s a solution

De Luxe Dinner

GORDON’S
16 E. San Antonio San Jose

Playtime Denims. . . .
Rollicking, carefree for Eager vacation time wear in tho palest
blue denim with pastel stripe .on
the ,topper. Diana Kauibach, modelling.
Sleeveless Jackets $3.98
Pushers $4.98
Cap $1.98
Hart’s -- Sportswar
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Floor

Peninsula Styles
Attract SJS Coeds

er
role

Friday,. March 10, 1950

Peninsula approved fashions
are attracting the eyes of San
Jose State college coeds who
(Continued from Page 5)
Howeth sews practically all of
wish to broaden their fashion
suitability for the short haircut. her own wardrobe while Kathleen
outlook by seeing the fashion
They feel that the low waistline Baird, Annabelle Kircher, Norma
cholera of Palo Alto shops.
for dresses lends "a sacklike ap- Haines, Gretchen Garlichs, and;
Up in "Paly" the stores are pearance to the wearer, and is Jeanne Ellis make such
garments
catering to the college girls’ most unflattering to most types..! as skirts, blouses, and cotton
tastes. Three particular ones. The
dresses. !
.
, Flapper Styles
Clothes Closet, Phelps -Terkel, andl
Acessories Important
According
to
Gretchen
Garlichs
Rita on Ramona are featuring;
The girls feel that choice of ac"I believe ,that certain promioutstanding new items in both!
cessories,
like all clothes, is denent
women who follow the fashcasual and dressy lines.
ion’ will go along with the flap- pendent on the wearer’s type. The
For formal wear, the Clothes!
per era, but only to a certain ex- smaller, dainty types such as Kay
Closet is emphasizing the use of
and
Kathleen Baird,
tent. As for the flat chest and the Howeth,
sheer...fabrics such as organdy and
low waist -line, I believe that the Margot Supple are better suited
dotted swiss, One particular navy
flat -chested era will never re- to wear the small scarves and
blue swiss with a large coin dot
turn.
The same will probably bags which complement their diis outstanding with a full circular
taller
while the
prove true for the low-waistline minutiveness,
skirt, tiny shoulder straps, and styles."
gals as Diana Anson, Gretchen
an accordion-pleated bertha colGarlichs, and Jeanne Ellis prefer
Kathleen Baird and Charlotte the wide belts, chunky -type Jew-;
lar which is worn optionally. Flowered chiffon is enjoying a revival-- Derlay agree that it is neyer too elry, and shoulder bags.
and is is exceptionally smart in eitely for the stores to start plug-Personal sVirdrobe dieS);
ging spring fashions. "I love des reveal that the girls are par-;
a strapless full-skirted number.
spring and the smart clothes tial__to_ wearing hose to- classes
Phelps-Terkel has an.. out- which go with it," says Charlotte. rather than bobby sox.
"It puts me in a good mood to see
standing collection of cotton
"If sox are worn they shouldj
dresses and is one of the few spring clothes in the store win- be worn only with spanking’
local stores to carry the line dows; and what a relief from clean white bucks" (the coed’s!
of Lanz cottons. Dainty cotton winter clothes!"
former stand-by, dirty saddles,
prints are used In strapless
All the girls are looking for- went out with sloppy sWeaters
dresses with boleros and peas- ward to donning spring cottons and short skirts). Favorite shoes
ant-style dresem all of which and feel that the use of unusual for campus wear are the everhave matching ballerina-type fabrics such as heavy,linens, bur- popular "joyces"
and strapped
shoes. They can be combined lap, and metallic cottons will lend flats ’ in a multitude of colors.;
with the sheer white organdy variety to ; the fashion
scene. None of them relish wearing head;
aprons also designed by Lanz
Shoes made of straw, burlap, and scarves and admit they don them
lir.en are also exciting much in- only to save a hairdo from the
A particular Lanz design, white
terest among the girls.
early morning elements.
full-skirted eyelet cotton fashOur well -dressed coeds, agree on
Opinions regarding fashionable
ioned with a low boat neckline
and wide shoulder straps, has a dress belie any preconceived no- one thingthe majority of girls
wide red satin sash and would tions that a generous clothes al- ; at State are exceptionally smart be ideally suited for informal lowance is necessary for being :looking. Whether or not they rewell -dressed for they maintain ceive added impetus from the fact
dances.
that inexpensive but well-chosen ; that there are -only two Men left
Rita on Ramona handles pas- accessories are mnst important in for each woman at State is a
tel shortie coats which are ideal completing a styliFh outfit. Kay moot question.
for topping spring outfits on
a nippy day or evening. A particular point is her Debutime
line of dresses In one of each
style.

menage with the

leira

!0"

For dressy wear, nylon marquisettes and paper taffetas are new
and interesting. A paper taffeta
with
print
grey-background
mauve flowers is fashioned with
tiny shoulder straps and a matching bolero, the Lollar of which is
convertible into a portrait neckline.

_

A BID FOR STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Johansen Juniors casually invite you to a gay whirl
from campus to coke corner to your favorite
night haunts ... in casuals as colorful as your date
dreams ... and so comfortable. See the entire
they’re irresistible ... in price too.
collecticn

seventy-four south first street

ROEBUCK AND CO

color-bright
budget right

Miss Antoinette Ramos chose
Valentine’s Day to pass a heart:
shaped box of chocolates to her
friends at the Catholic Women’s
Center, announcing her betrothal
to Wells Peterson.
The bride -elect, a San Jose
State college kindergarten -primary major, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Ramos of
Vacaville.
Peterson, -son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Peterson of ,Merced, is
a graduate of the College of
Pacific. Wedding -plans are indefinite.

A June wedding in Palm Springs
is being planned by Miss Malkah
Wolper and George Fernandez.
Both are former San Jose State
college students who were graduated from Stanford.
Mr. and Mrs. Manny Wolper of
Redwood City are the parents of
the bride -elect. Fernandez. is a
member of Theta Mu Sigma.

JUNIORS

SEARS

Antoinette Ramos
Announces Plans

Fernandez-Wolper
Reveal Betrothal

HIGH HURDLE
All Geranium Suede
Grey Suede - Blue Trim
Soon in All White

A lasting summer romance.. .you end
luxurious deep cushion platform Kerrybrooke
playshoes. You’ll love the carefree styling,
the wonderful color assortments and
especially the low, low price. These are
but o few of the many exciting new styles
cushiony, easy.to-walk.on
platform soles and wedge heels.

DESPAIR NOT
FAIR MAIDEN!
generous
If you’ve got adon’t worry.
foundation,

DANCING
Zvery Friday
sad Saturday
10 ’tit 2
No Cover Charge
El Camino
Palo Alto

t

let you down.play exciting
Some of these in sixes 5-9.
come
shoe styles
Sears won’t

aarafraveesocaottedotiove. aromy iaedi " SEARS

STORE HOURS 9:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M.
Thursday 9:30 A.M. - 9 P.M.
350 S. First St. CY5-6705 2 Hours Free Parking

’
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Groups-Hold Party

-rade:V.14a* 1071
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Alpha Si sorority members
were guests at the Delta Upsilon
fraternity house Monday night,
when the two groups held a joint
meeting.

Geerts-Ruttan Tell Betrothal
News at Surprise Lirncheoi
The betrothal of Miss Mildred!
Geerts to William C. Ruttan was I
announced recently to friends at I
a surprise luncheon at Tiny’s res-1
taurant.
.
Miss Geerts is now attending
San -Jose State college on a four
year scholarship awarded her- by
the San Jose Business and Professional Women’s club. She was
graduated from San Jose high
school where she held membership in Torch and Laurel honorary scholastic society.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Tryntje Geerts
of San Jose.
Ruttan is
junior business administration
Udent at San Jose
State colic . He served four
years in the Marine corps. The
future bridegroom is the son of
1Vtr:- anft-Mrs. F. -Rattan ofJose.

Housemothers
Attend Dean’s Tea
Sorority housemothers attended
a tea Wednesday afternoon given
by Miss Helen Dimmick, dean of
women, in the tea room of the
Home Economics building.
Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, housing
director, assisted in pouring. Mutual problems were discussed before the tea according to Miss
Dimmick.

KATs Choose Head

.

Slgma Pi Initiates
Light Neophytes
1F1

a

CIVIC AUDITORIUM
NEXT SUN., MAR. 12,-8-.30
tux 60t505 Aw.elt

1

.-- .
, w ’ t /
I
Eight ,pledges. .were initiated, into Sigma Pi fraternity in ceremonies conducted at the Berkeley. Women’s City club in Berkeley recently. Members of the chapter at the University of California
were peesent at the formal rites.
A banquet held -at Planters
Dock in Lafayette honored the
new members and also marked the
observance of the fraternity’s
Founder’s Day. The dinner featured speeches from several wellknown -alumni.
Pledges who Were initiated inMifl
e ,pgrotitilfrerDlive
o
ck, Matt Wadleigh:-Stu Pinkston, Jerry Dedo, Louis Gregory,
Bob Scott, Tom Miller and Nathan Choate.

many

.

Margaret Weaver
Tells Engagement
The engagement of Miss Margaret Marie Weaver to Walter
Arthur Jenvey was announced recently at a meeting of the Delta
Gamma sorority, when. a ’ heartshaped box of chocolates was
passed.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Alma M. Weaver and R. E.
Weaver of San Jose. The future
bridegrouni parents- are Mv-atid
Mrs-. M.AT 7envey of Lindsay. He
is affiliated with Delta Sigma
Gamma fraternity.

IN PERSON

W001.11111.

’THE MNI WHO CAME 10 OWNER’

aiiiseerst alp* toptsolerts6soipSladmie
-Ex
2.40. 3,(10.-33014641.411
San Jos* Auditorium, CY 3-6252

MON. EVE., MAR. 13, 8:30

A record breaking crowd of 250 underclassmen attended the
Frosh-Soph mixer dance Tuesday night at Newman hall. Reason
for the all-time high .attendance was Brent Wilson and his orehretie, who performed free of charge for the Red Cross benefit affair. $14.50 was contributed by the class for the campus drive. The
Rophs gained ,the 20 possible points for the dance to win the mixer,
--Phette
14:55:

CARMEN
LARRIMORE, POLERI, CRAVI
Company of 125, Orchestreflallet
1.20, 1.80, 2.40, 3.00, inc. tax
Sap Jose Auditorium, CY 3-6252

11.-Marchant Heads
Theta Chi Group
Bill Merchant was elected president of Theta Chi fraternity at
the chapter house Monday evening.
Other officers selected were
Vern Bergstrom, vice-president;
Mary Braunstein, secretary; Don
McKinley, Marshall; Jim Van
Houten and Jim Clark, sgt.-atarum; Rich Perkins, -librarian;
Jim Bowman, chaplain; and Bob
Custer,--historian. s
Officers will- be installed -March
13 in formal rites at the chapter
house.
Merchant is a 24 year old junior Business Administration major
from Monterey. Bergstrom is a
20 year old junior Business Administration major from Santa
Cruz.
.

185

Lincoln

S. First 1338

California Dude Denims

Pledge officers of Kapda Alpha
Theta sorority were, ar.nounced
after the weekly pledge meeting
Monday night.
Miss Betty Jane Van Straaten
Carma Austin is The newly recently announced her engageelected president of the pledge ment to Frank DiTornaso, San
class. Other officers are the Miss- Jose State collegegraduate,
es Carole Clovvdsley, vice presiMr. and Mts. C. Van Straaten of
dent;
Betsy Amick, secretary; Los Alto are the parents of the
Special Prices for Iiroup Corsage
Nancy Dean, treasurer; Barbara , bride-elect. The benedict, who is
Orders
Queener, scholarship chairman; affiliated with Theta Mu Sigma
FREE DELIVERY--Janet-Trit-tschuh, activitiesJayna. -fraternity. is...the goy of Mr._ orirfi
Travis, social chaiman; and Jold Mrs. Michael DiTomaso of San -Mali CY 4-7534 Nit. CL 8-4293
402 S. FIRST ST.
. puhlicity.
.-iJore.
_

Duo Reveals ’Plans

kit

Denny-Watrous Attractions

ne moie Shot’

Deb’s Softees are cuter on the half-shell---

Styled in the west
to wear in the west!

, Flats in.a shell are in season and
fashion’s latest step. They’re light
and low. Down tO earth"for comfort and high in style, with buckle
strap in kid: buttercup, pcswder

Go
in

West,-

attire ...

young wom--anl Go West in spirit and
dress yourself up

in true

blue, red, or black.
western

your
charge
account
invited

with flashy nickel nail heads and

$795
Aw

style in sanforized navy blue denim,

white stitching. Tailored to fit

BE M’S

sizes

10

to 20.

the pair
Trail Shorts

1 35 SOUTH FIRST STREET

in

$2.98

Round -up Jackets

Doggie Slacks

$3.98

Rawhide Pedal Pu’hers

Saddle Culottes
$3.98

Whit* you’re here see our new lin* of Sportswear.

$3.98
$4.98

Inter-Frat Council Expects
400 Couples at Formal Ball

P

4.

Approximately 900 couples will
leave San Jose tomorrow evening
bodnd for one of the school’s
largest social events of the year,
the third annual Inter-Fraternity
council ball; The festive dance will
be held in the Terrace room of
the Fairmont hotel from 9 to 1
afcording to Lud Spolyar,
IFC ’denetal lichaiAnan.
Spolyar announces that Jimmy
Blass and his 10-piece orchestra
have been contracted. to .provide
the music for the gala affair.
Blass , has been playing at the
Fairmont intermittently for several years.
Bill . Hatch, Pi Kappa Alpha,
and Will Olsen, Delta Theta
Omega, are assisting Spolya r,
- Delta Upsilon, with the airangemerits for the affair.
Each of the 12.r/embers and
Pledge organizAtions to
--have a crepe paper sign superimposed behind its Greek letters.i
The organizations participating
are Delta Sigma Gamma, Delta
eSigma Phi, Delta Theta Omega,
Delta ’Upsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha,
’Phi Sigma Kappa, Lambda Chi
Alpha, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Pi, Theta. Chi, Theta Mu Sigma, and Kappa Alpha.
Sponsors for the ball are Dr.
T. W. Macquarrie, Dr. J. C. De Voss, Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, Miss
Helen Dimmick, Dr. P. M.’ Pitman. Dr.- G. W. Sweeney,. Mr.
E. S. Thompson, and Mr. J. H.
West.

Alpha Phis Install
House Officials
The following girls were installed as officers of Alpha Phi
sorority at a meet* held February 27. They Ave hold office
until next quarter.
President; Roiemarie Gosselin;
vice-president, Phyllis Bolinger;
treasurer, Bev Beeler; recording
secretary, Jody .S taple r, corresponding secretary, Peggy Gagliardi; chaplain, Annamae Azzarello; hostess, Maxine Mazzanti.;
guard-marshall, Kate Carson.
Scholarship chairman, Phyllis
Bolinger; house, manage r, Bev
Beeler; assistant house manager,
Carol Richey; pledge train e r,
Phyllis Bolinger; assistant pledge
trainer _C;.
Panhellenie
repmentative,-Kate Carson.
Assistant Panhellenic representative, Dianna’ Anson; assistant
treasurer, Jo Anne Beecroft; activities chairmen, Nancy Newport Pat Black; social chairman, Maile
Enzensperger; philanthropy chairman, Ginny Gordon.
Public relations and quarterly
correspondent, Carol Richey; historian, Sally Ferch.

"Tonight At 8:30
MARCH

---

9-17
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Tau lielta Phi Frat
Presents Smoker CPS Fraternity TX Prat Initiates
Greets Pledges

Tau Delta Phi members staged
sniaer Thursday night in the
ballroom of the Hotel DeAnza,
with prospective members as
guests.
Redecoration of the Tower
room which the honorary organization , uses is under wax., ac:cording to Lou Frangione magistrate. The three levels, used for
a game room, kitchen and loungemeeting room, are being painted
throughout and new furniture and
drapes will add tto the renovation.
Pastel colors are being used. The
club official said the new pledges
will do much of the completion
work on the project.
An open house, to which faculty
members will be invited ’OW be
held when redecorating’ is -fi
ished. Tau Delta Phi which
started in 1915,1s the oldest educational fraternity on _carnpus_,__

Chi Pi Sigma fraternity pledged
18 men in formal rites at the
chapter house Saturday evening.
President Rudy Valenti and
Pledgemaster Mel Riley conducted the ceremonies. Mr. Peter
Kristovich,, faculty adviser, assisted the initiation team.
Following the initiation the
new members were honored at a
dance held at the La Rinconada
golf club.
-Those initiated were Ed Ames,
Fred Davis, James Grant, Cliff
Chambers, Pete Gorrad, Charles
Casey, George Kalman. Homer
Ireland, -Larry Hedin, Pete Hartman, .,Bud Hamilton, Wallace Merritt, charles Martin, Jack Shipe,
Earl Harris, Bill Elliot, Jack
Raichart, and Ken Pucker:

iitc7dein.4

Theta Xi colony initiated six
pledges Monday evening, according to John Del Secco, publicity
chairman.
Pledges who received the initiation rites are: Edward Hass, Tom
George
Roniild Ross,
Statti,
Sweet, Stan Wacholz, and Dick
Redeker.
Mr. Lowell C. Pratt is faculty
adviser for the group,

PRICE’S

Floral and Gift Shop
CV 5-1740
One Price

346 Willow Street

$9.95

10% Discount for
Student Card
Holders

HAND- FINISHED SHOES
For Men
Featuring Price’s patented styles that
are different.
36 So. FIRST ST.

CORSAGES
INDIVIDUALLY. DESIGNED
FREE DELIVERY

’Rita on Ramona’
Owns Taly’ Shop
From foreign languages to the
jargon of the fashion world was
Rito Greco Kramer’s career plan
changes when she left San Jose
State college in 1934.
Rita, as she is popularly known,
is the owner and "boss lady" of
a smart Paid Alto dress shop,1
alliteratively dubbed "Rita on Ra- ,
mona," which is located on Ramona street off UniVersity avenue.
A native of San Jose, Rita majored in foreign languages while
Stat-C-filidivas a member .of
Beta Gamma Chi sorority which
has since gone national as Alpha
(’hi ()mega. She studied foreign
languages-in Florende, Italy, after
leaving college.
&natural flair for fashion work
swayed her. from her or
plans and she settled in Los Angeles where she worked for Russeks in the millinery department,
and as buyer for both DesmoncLs
and Richard tauter. She also designed shoes for Joyce, inc., and
hats for Tom Brenaman of the
Hollywood Breakfast Club.
Keeping up on the world outside
, of fashion, Rita studied last year
at Stanford university’s NBC radio institute.
Rita has owned and operated
her store for a year and a half.
She emphasizes her complete line
of nationally - known designers’
cotton dresses, formal s, suits,
and blouses for the College girl.
- Among her-tfiu I a mit= 1Wrns 150
her collection of blouses. "So -old
and ye.t so new" is Rita’s dubbing
of the smart blouses of pongeeand shantung which have been
revived for dressy wear. Also itnport ant in the blouse line are Silk
prjOt S.

FOR A FINE EVENING
... the ...

Cambrian _
Bavarian Gardens
DUTCH COOKERY
REFRESHMENTS
FUN
OTIS A. ZORN, Prop.
San Jose -Los Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ave.
PHONE CAMPBELL 2238

Casual
Corduroy
Coats
at $12"
...are a wonderful buy for men of
any age or occupation. Our hero (at
right) is enjoying a barbecue, but
his coat would be just as much at
home at a sports event, on the cam- .
pus, or for work that calls for casual
_

s

PHELPS
TERN EL

TO ORDER BY MAIL Send Coupon to Neo.c.st Phtlps-Torkol

Phew seed 114

Popular’ colors of blue,
blue gray, natural,
dark green, light green.
46 long.
Sizes 38 reg.

NAME

Store

Corduroy Coots. Sloe wee, 31 to 46 roguior, 40 to 46 Ion.,

be. stime: iti._0

Ten, yis..0

219 UNIVERSITY AVE., PALO ALTO

1

bi

GM; 1110

_

ri tn.

Grew,

,,

fl

Rig.

u L..

-

ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

____STAT

Add 31/2% Solos Ton II cosh or chock with order. n CHARGE, 0

cowt..13__C.

ci4r.
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Alyce Leonard Revealsi
Plans at Sorority Dance
With the Chi Omega "Dull
Skulls" singing a song to reveal
the betrothal, Miss Alyce Leonard announced Fite engagement to
Irwin "Smiley" Farkas during the
sorority’s annual pledge dance last
Saturday night at the Fairmont
hotel in San Francisco.

Stanford Daily and Chaparrel.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Farkas of Erie, Pa.
The couple have set their wedding for June.

Ribben Reveals Troth
As the song was sung, Miss
Rosemary Nichols walked around
the members and pledges, finally stopping to tie a ribbon on the
ring finger of Miss Leonard.
Posing prettily on the campus lawn, San Jose State college’s 10 examples of well-dressed coeds bask
In the sunshine and look forward to spring days of sleeveless cottons and flowered prints. Left to
right the smiling misses are Gretchen Garliehs, Kay Iloweth, Norma Ilaines, Annabelle Kircher, Diana
Anson, Kathleen Baird, Charlotte DeBay, Margot Supple, Jeanne Ellis, and Doreen Challen.
photo by Gmelln

Local Buyers Present
1950’s Fashion Piaui -

New Spring Coats, Suits

The new spring suits will fealure shorter jackets for the average height customer and many
will be belted styles, according
to Harts department store.
The pockets will be higher than
they previously w e r e, and the
deeper pockets, as introduced by
Christian Dior, will be prominant
in spring styles.
" The checked pattern is the
most important, and although
a new development, it Is well
accepted. Navy blue Is the number one color for suits, while
beige, grey and neutral are
still popular.
Sharkskin and gaberdine suits
are excellent for spring wear, and
tweeds are still good.
As to coats, gaberdines are still
the largest selling, but monotone
tweeds remain popular. Beiges and
greys are preferred over navy
blue, while checks, although popular elsewhere, have not caught on
too well here. Flamingo red is
coming into the picture.
It is a 50-50 choice between
full length and short coats, with
about as many of one .style being sold as the other. However,
with the advent of spring weather,
short coats will be more and more
in vogue.

Nylon Is News
With spring well on its way.
the question of what type of
bathing suit to buy for those
days at the beach again becomes
important to Spartan coed&.
Information from Roos Bros.
department store informs us that
one-piece strapless suit of Nylon
or laton will be the new vogue.
The nylon suits are light to
wear, are practically water-proof
and dry quickly.
Five things to remember about
swim suits for 1950, says Roos
Bros., is that they are one-piece,
strapless, bare looking, made of
nylon and feature the new "soft
look."

New Shoe Trends
The most popular color in shoes
for spring wear will be navy blue,
according to Bloom’s shoe store.
Next in line comes red, followed
by green.
Milan straw Is the most important new material In making shoes, and will be very Popular. Imported from Switzerland, It is good In both casual
and dress shoes and comes in
all colors.
The trend for spring shoes will
be less shoe and more foot showing. Carrying out this new style
shoes with strips and straps are
more popular, and in ballerina

1

PKAs Convene

The Delta Pi -chapter -of- Pi
Kappa Alpha frVernity_beld_lts
first meeting Monday night. John
Horton, national field secretary of
type shoes the edge of the shoe the fraternity, and Bob Bowman,
will be nearer the toes than alumni counseler, were guests.
previously.
Bud Guisness presided at the
Spring styles are lighter, and meeting.
fewer platforms will be found
Dress shoes are becoming more
feminine, but the walking shoes
tend toward a masculine type.
In casual footwear, red is particularly good. Navy and green
are also popular, and grey is a
perennial favorite. The loafer,
popular during the fall and
ter, is a bit too heavy for spring
and summer wear and will be
less popular as the season progresses. The ballerina styles without straps will lose popularity,
but the type with straps will still
be in vogue. Suede is still in
style, and linen, straw, burlap,
nylon and silk shantung retain
their popularity of spring wear.
The straw cloche is a popular
hat style among coeds this spring,
according to Mrs. Sally Larson
of Blum’s department store. Red.
navy blue, white and natural
straws will be featured colors
for the season.
Something new in hat shapes
is the "helmet," which is modeled
in regular helmet style, of straw,
and with a long veil drawn closely
about the face and often tied
in back Nylon veiling is the answer to the wilted look veils often
get, and is being used extensively
on spring hats in a profusion of
colors.

A social science major,
Miss
Leonard is now a senior at San
Jose State college. She is active
on the Rally committee, senior
class council and Chi Omega sorority. She is the daughter of
Mr, and Mrs. L. M. Leonard of
Martinez.
Farkas 61I -Farm
Farkas, a journalism major at
Stanford, will graduate this
month. He is a member of the
Breaker’s Eating club at the university and has worked on the

SAN JOSE
DRIVE-IN THEATRE
TONITESAT.
Tom Drake

Wallace Beery

"ALIAS A
GENTLEMAN"
ALSO
Tim Holt

"GUN SMUGGLERS"
SUN.MON.
Clark Gable

Alesis Smith

"ANY NUMBER
CAN PLAV-.
PLUS -Doris Day

"MAKE MINE LAUGHS"
13th

and GISH ROAD

Here geleir 0016010 Puts a new "spring" in your step!

_Yosuegmars lever4lilinflicaTht eVitYgolinvi

Sturdy, soft Barclay
caltleather oxfords with
thick crepe soles

401.1=da

ANDREE’S
Drive-In Restaurant
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Breakfast

Lunch Dimwit
Try Our Famous
Bar-B-Cued Spare Ribs
MO
with Special Sauce
..
Homo-Made Chili with
30
Fresh Ground &HO
French Fried
Prawns

850

ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Home-Mad* Apple Dumpling Iltie
with hot rum Sauce
.
Deep Disk Pies

250

Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’till I a.m.
Fri.-Set. till 3 cis.Car Srvicir

FOR COMFORT ... FOR STYLE

Tough,

thick
inch crept sole

There e-x-t-r-e-m -e41 comfortableso soft and pliable
you hardly know you’re wearing shoes. One-piece front, flexible
calf leather, no seams to rub or bind plus a springy, chick crepe
rubber sole and heeleverything possible to make your feet
happy. With all this comfort they are still of very sturdy
construction to give your feet the support they need. Shown in
handsome deep-tan calf leather.

Exclusively at Roos $10"

Dressy Oxfords
;6.95
Suede Jackets
Gray Khakis

$12.95
$ 3.45

ECONOMY SURPLUS STORE
67 SOUTH MARKET STREET
Across from Telephone Co.

Roos clothes look better,
better, wear better!

RArcro
644,0
Nom.
is Mee

1
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State Gymnasts Set for CCAA Meet

Swimmers Tangle
With St. Mary’s

15

Varsity and fr’eshmen swimmers
of San Jose State college will
meet teams from three colleges
this afternoon and evening in
Spartan. pool.
,This afternoon at four o’clock
the frosts engage in
triangular
meet with California Frost’ and
Modesto JC. Tonight the varsity
paddles aeainst St. Mary’s.
Coach Charlie Walker’s Spartan
swimmers will seek their third
victory_of the season against the
Gaels. Wednesday the locals lost
a duel contest to California,. and
St. Mary’s outswam Vallejo JC.
Although losing to a stronger-:
than -anticipated California Squad
the walker swimmers looked good,
three men’ George Haines, Don
1.e0,--ind Dick Lebideff splashing
te their best Marks of the season.
Pat McCOnnell, excellent diver,
is ex eted...to continue his _Amrecord at the expense
of the. Moraga men.
Freshman distance man Don
Lee, who eaktuked the 440 free

State Racketmen
On Weekend Trip
A full weekend of tennis matches "await the Spartan racketmen
as they wander from the campus
to vie with Sacramento State college at Sacramento, Saturilay, and
Saratoga Country club, dn Saratoga’s Courts, Sunday.
The bitter taste of defeat administered to the versify group
this week by the champion Uni\ ersity of San Francisco teem is
(.nly compensated by the State’s
over Hal’inell last week.
Assistant coach, Jhh Citize, will
send the first eight tennis swingers.against the host players. Leading the parade of Gold and White
.44-114c17.1111 tie -Butch --KrIkoria n,74:7E
Bulwa, Bob Phelps; Dave Parnay,
Bob Castle, Don Gale, Jerry Carland Bud Wilkinson.

Cold and White Wrestlers End Dual
Meet Sked With Californians Tonite
Spartan variity wrestling, at
the Washington Square campus,
fades into .the. past this evening
when the University of -California
concludes the gold and white dual
meet schedule at 7:30 o’clock in
the Spartan gym..

143cr Ray Bunnell will have to
rest this weekend because al etrlds
and rib Injuries, respectively.
Coach NItimby’s side of the evefling’s ledger will. include 121 -lb.
Joe Killeen:. 128-lb. Ben Ichikawa;
136-lb. Bob Hall; -145-lb. Co,captain Bill Wardrup; 155 -lb. Frank
ax am: 165-Tb. DIkCamabell.;
1754h, _Lee---Jordani--antlheavyweight Phil Bray.

}tasking under one of the most
impressive mat records. in San
.lost. State college’s history, Coach.
Ted Mumhy will be sending his_
1950 performers into the battle
as a preliminary workout for next
week’s Pacific Coast Intercollegiate affair at Berkeley.

This year’s totals have seen
the Garden city gripmen flag in
six wins, two Josses, and one tie
in dual gatherings.. Tournament
wars have hoisted the Spartans
to newer heights as ’bey tucked
away three top spot.holdings and
one second place-cOlnkitter.
Meanwhile the Berkeley bruisBOWL FOR . . .
es.: invade the hometown castle
with two .wins over Stanford university, 7-1 and 15-11," a victory
from California Aggies, 19-11, and
a defeat by Oregon State college
at the Home of
by a 17-13 tally.
Ilenry Stone, -the California mat
molder for the past 24 years, is
bringing forth a squad of veteran
wrstlers and junior college transand Women’s P.E.
Mr’
fers, who will be out for win No. 4
cl.sses held here.
fur the blue and gold.
The wanderers ifrom the’BerkePaiva, Mgr
ley hills will start their best men,
We
a
full lin of
feature
in 121-1b. Ed Lee or Henry Stone,’
earls and Shoes
the coach’s son; 128-lb. Dick Hansen; 136-1b. Don Carter; 145-lb.
Jim McKim, 1949 Far Western
champion; 155-1b. Bob Walkup;
165-1b. Frank Ba rne y; 175-1b.
POUNT AIN & LUNCH
Bentley Lyon; and heavyweight
’Den from
10 AM.
Jack McFarlane.
On the other hand, the Spartan
matstem will have to rely on some
reserve strength to spill the Cali3-9727
fornians. :Co-captain Ralph-Payne, 172 W Santa Clara CY
a -136-11).- -division- w e-r -Ive-r, -and

-

ENJOYMENT

San Jose State college’s 1949
CCAA.gymnastic champions bi
a fond fareweH to the athletic
conference tomorrow afternoon in
San Luis Obispo as they reign the
style against the Golden Bears,.
top team in this year’s apparatus
will most likely swim with the match finals.
frosh ranks today instead of swim-,
’Having captured the gymnastic
ming with the varsity which’ he
title
in 1947 and again last year,
does, on occasions.
the musclers under the guidance
Saturday, three State mermen of Coach Ted Mumby seek to
are -entered in the Post-Ei)iquirer
910e.tshfik iaSt 41:9earance in the
Invitational swim meet to’belithl -}evegee.a
joiyouti eceaskm.
at the Athens Clubvin Oaltind,. $ 1,,E
1
.
..Walker has entered Haines--Lehi- *mtervmertht Squad ’Witt 1/P MAI"
deff- and McConnell in the east by Captain Dick Brown. In last
season’s finals Brown----tno-k-a Brat
bay rates.
.
Teintative freshmen entries in place in the free exercise, second
this iffternoon’s triple affair are: in the parallel bars, and aoubles
220 freestyle, Lee, Livingston; 50 events. Oscar Metz will also be a
return .visitor to the finals. Ile
freestyle, Stone, Hufferd;
Alforci,Thiel; 100 freestyle, Stone, snagged a sixth. place.in the horiFarmer; 150 backstroke, Pottal, zontal bar, fifth In the tumbling,
-Coultas, Hansen; 200 breaststrolce, third in the long horse, and. allNillson, Murray; 440 freestyle, around series.
The Spartan squad includes Ed
Miller, McPherson:
Bense, Art Yates, Wally Eshelman, Don Ervin, Glen N\’a1tha.11,
Bob.-.56Ott, Dick Brown, ()scar

Season Opens For
Frosh Baseballers

Met, Don Peckham, Mario Valdaatri. Len Wallach Don 13ryan,
Al Grass, Bill Mauer, and Russ
Rabeneau.
eIMPORTED

FROM

HAWAII

Genuine
Aloha Sport Shirts
Short Sleeves
Rayons Cottons
Bright Prints
Washable

3.95 5d 4,95
Gel Yours Now
et

in

114.,

88 So. SecareCI
IIIIMIN=111111111M1r

AUTO REPAIR WORRIES??

After two weeks of putting together a working group, Freshman
baseball coach Tom Cureton sends
his diamondmen against San Jose
Technical. High school on the Val sity field at 2:30 o’clock this afternoon.
Today’s game will be the opening contest for the San Jose freshman in their 1950 schedule.
_
IIMININD

WE HAVE THE SOLUTION’ Why not come in
and take advantage of our special CASH DISCOUNT to all SPARTANS. This applies to expert
Body and Fender Work; Custom -Built Seat Cows.
Custorn-Buift Sport Tops. Wstoh for our ads on
first class paint jobs to corne out soon! Our
- patronage has been earned by satisfactory, guar
an!eed work to customers.

N

CUSTOM AUTO BODY SHOP

CY 2-0950

I I S. SAN PEDRO

EMBINIMII! MINE) 111M=IMMINNIII1 MEN

We Are Doing
it -Again

1

Spartan Bowlers
3 Days Only
FRI. - SAT. - SUN.

12 Lanes

March

I

10-11-12

.1( SE BOWL
DON’T LOOK
other way for a
place to go for relaxation.

110,0011:11FRIE1
!That’s right!!

If you are shooting for a
good spot then you can’t
miss these two night
clubs for your afternoons
or evenings of enjoyment
with your gal or

You

189 South First

1

Free

$AAVON

AND LUXURIOUS LOUNGES

’SAPPHIRE ROOM

3-- Get

This is your opportunity to take advantage of a
"Once-a-Year Offer"

the gang.

TELEVISION

Buy

SERVICE STATION
Corner Oh & William

C1NEBAR

Open 24 .Hours For These 3 Days

-69 E. San Fernando

L.

NMI

WIRD

LA_

-.1410.0,..11,-...-

16

’Spartan Diamond Men Battle Golden Gaters Tomorrow;
Lose to California Golden Bear Nine at Berkeley, 7-5
Game number four on the 1950
Spartan lbaseball _ schedule is_ slated for tdtnorrew afteltiogn in the
SanJose-Municipal Stadium when
Coach Walt Williams’ men will
square off against the San Francisco State college Gaters at 2:30,
The Spartans lost to the University of California Bears yesterday at Berkeley, 7-5, giving
them a. 1-2 record for the year. A
12-3 victory over Moffett Field
and an 8.4 loss to Stanford in previous contests accounts for the
locals’ record.
- ’
Glenn Davis. a junior "college

transfer, will probably. be WilHams’ choice- for commencing
-mound duty. Davis has seen no
action this year but is rated as
a fine prospect by the State mentor.
Pete Mesa went the distance
against California but had two
bad frames during which the
Bears scored five runs, all at
them earned. A three run homer
by Bear Outfielder Ralph Bennett In the first and a two run
triple by Don ,Monroe, ’California
shortstop, accounted for the five
big markers.
San Jose got back into the contest in the seventh inning alter

EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOBILES!
CRAFT
TOOLS

-

Compare These Prices
With Any In Town

.

Speedball Linoleum
Cutter Sets 75c & $1
Speedball Linotips The & $2
Littoletint Blocks
California & Grumbacher Inks
For Block Printing

’37 DE SOTO Sedan
37 FORD Sedan
’36 PLYMOUTH Sod.
’36, FORD Tudor
’35 FORD Coupe

lose Paint
SanWallpaper
Co.

125.00
125.00
110.00
95.00
55.00

gcteke.ti

&

WILLYS

CV. 2-1447

38 S. 4th

112 SOUTH 2ND ST

CY 5-1105
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Spartans’ All -Coast Chucker

nine five CCAA games and postfour men walked and Will Coneking a 6-? record for the entire
lin and Bob Wuesthoff followed
season.. Faulty support caused
with singles. The Bears used two
his downfall at Palo Alto, but
hurlers hi the inning but four
the Sundyvale mosnalhmtnita was
;ipartan runs crossed the plate.bebit hard yesterday’ by the Golden
fore California extinguished the
Bare.
fire.
.
.
California *scored what - proved ,
Love is an electric blanket with
to be Its wtnning run in the sevelse at the switch.
Isomeone
enth -inning on a single, passed
seeid
ball infield out and a fly. The
Joseans managed another run in
the eighth frame when Don Lopes
YOUR CAR ts.trrEitv
hit a pinch hit double with Walt
ON ITS LAST LEGS?
Johnson on base. .
HE
Mesa allowed tight’ hits and
seven earned markers during his
Eimitango
eight inning effort. It was his
second loss of the campaign. He
Exchange.
dropped an 8-4. decision to Stan- PETE MESA, Sun Jose State ’
REPAIRING
ford last Saturday at Palo Alto. college’.. All-Coast citucker, has
RECHARGING
hail a run of tough luck this
RENTALS
season, ifropping his first two
games. Mesa -earned ids coast
rbasubitel award ’heat ’year after
CV 3-4583
I
466 So Market
F.Ite sea son, winexperiencing

IS IT -HOT
oit Is

^44%

Batteries

New Batteries 7.95

Portal to Discuss
’Ring Pit
’
KLOK

San Jose State college Boxing
Coach Dee Portal will "air" his
team’s chances ,in the Pacific
Coast Intercollegiate journament
Saturday morning, 9-30-11:00 at
on Radio Station KLOK.
The national boxing championship’s also will be discussed on
the "Campus Caravan" show.
Boxing team member Pete
FranuSich will assist Portal in the
discussion.

"TONIGHT AT 8:30"
MARCH

-_Argee Battery Co.

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Dinners
85c and up

Spaghetti
and

Pizza

pan from It A.M
to I AM.
Cloud efl
Monday

-

Also
Plua prepared
to take out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS

9-17

292 SOUTH MARKET

At D(NISON and Colleges
and Universities throughout
the country CHESTERFIELD is

DOROTHY *HART
Lovely Denison Alumna, says:
"Chesterfield was my cigarette in
college and it’s my cigarette today.
They’re always MILDER."

0-re,
(,STARRING IN

/

"OUTSIDE THE WALL"
A UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
WILLIAM HOWARD DOANE MARY

DENISON’ (Review(

tiler d

HESTERFI

1k0e MOM/ Rem NAV
19"(1

A.1

t &

A-

Mulk,

T

o(,

4.95

/N AMER/CAS coufars
WITH THE TOP MEN IN SPORTS
WITH THE HOLLYWOOD STARS

